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FOREWORD
Interference effects in the local wind field about the
Saturn V Vehicle and Launcher Umbilical Tower at
Launch Complex 39A are analyzed herein. This study
was conducted by the Space Division of North American
Rockwell Corporation for the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center of National Aeronautics and Sp.ace
Administration. R.F. Stevenson_ supervisor of
Methods and Criteria unit, was Project Manager.
B.H. Ujihara was Principal Investigator. J.E. Davis
developed the computer programs. H.D. McLaughlin
analyzed anemometer data from the Saturn V 500 F
Wind Loads Test Program and assisted in computer
program development. C.D. Martin provided valuable
technical advice during this study. At MSFC, the
Project Manager was Mr, John Kaufman; alternate
Project Monitor was Mr. C. Kelly Hit1. Special
appreciation is expressed for the many helpful com-
ments and criticisms provided by the Project Moni-
tors, by Mr. Jack Moore, R-P&VE, and by Messrs.
Tom Reed and Bill Vaughn, R-AERO, in reviewing
the final report rough draft.
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SUMMARY
The test data gathered during the 1966 Wind Loads
Test Program at Launch Complex 39 included simultane-
ous wind recordings at various heights on the Umbilical
Tower and near ground level. Analysis of these data
(in paper strip chart form) was performed during this
study, and pertinent conclusions were established
regarding the nature of the interference flow field about
the Saturn V/LUT on Launch Pad 39A. In addition,
theoretical investigations were performed to augment
these conclusions and gain further understanding of the
interference flow field. The computer programs devel-
oped in this study employ a unique concept of separated
flow analysis, which permits the efficient calculation of
nonsteady separated flow fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of ground winds in the structural design of vertically
launched space vehicles has been recognized. Accordingly, considerable
research has been expended in recent years toward a clearer definition of
imposed ground wind environment and toward an accurate prediction of
vehicle response to ground winds. Such research under NASAWs direction
reached a culmination in the design and operation of the Saturn vehicles.
Wind tunnel tests of their dynamically scaled models indicated that large
structural dynamic response would occur for certain wind direction and
speed conditions.
Since these tests could not duplicate all the known significant environ-
mental parameters, a Ground Wind Loads Test Program utilizing the full-
scale Saturn V facilities vehicle (500 F) was conducted during the summer
of 1966. Objectives of this test program were to provide full-scale data for
evaluating and improving existing ground wind design criteria and methods
of predicting ground wind vehicle response. Test instrumentation included
wind measuring devices installed on the Launcher Umbilical Tower (LUT),
and load measuring devices on the Saturn V vehicle.
The study reported herein has in part been directed towards evaluation
of the wind data gathered during this Ground Wind Loads Test Program.
This evaluation has revealed pertinent characteristics of the interference
flow field derived from suitable reduction and correlation of simultaneously
measured wind direction and speed data during the.test program at Launch
Complex 39.
Theoretical analyses of the flow fields have been made, in conjunction
with these experimental results, to understand further the nature of mutual
wind interference effects in the immediate region surrounding the Saturn V/
LUT positioned on Launch Pad 39A.
-I-
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II. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
GENERAL
Knowledge of the local wind field characteristics surrounding the
Saturn V/LUT is important for several reasons:
Their assessment will be helpful in correlating vehicle cantilever
loads measured during the wind loads test program with those
empirically predicted on the basis of wind tunnel data and analytical
methods. This type of comparison is necessary to generate con-
fidence in the validity of ground wind loads prediction methods.
The existence of significant wind interference effects between the
tower and vehicle has been amply demonstrated by wind tunnel test
(Farmer and Jones, 1966). However, this mutual interference wind
field has not been isolated to any significant degree. Hopefully,
analysis of this wind field data will provide insight to the particular
flow mechanics leading to interference-augmented vehicle cantilever
loads.
Study of the interference flow field should permit reasonable estima-
tion of the degree of interference for analyzing wind data measured
by anemometers mounted on the launcher umbilical tower, thus leading
to recommendations regarding their placement to obtain more repre,
sentative measurements of the local ambient free-stream flow.
Wind field analyses of interference, or wind shadow effects, have been
made by several investigators to determine requirements for minimizing
errors induced (i. e. , measured distorted flow) because of nearby and/or
supporting structures. Moses and Daubek, 1961, are generally given credit
for first quantifying the type and magnitude of errors in wind speed measure-
ment caused by structures or other obstacles. Subsequent investigations,
both in the wind tunnel and in full scale, have consistently confirmed their
results (Meyer, et al. , 1965; Hsi, et al. , 1965; Gill, et al., 1967). Induced
variations in the wind velocity as measured in the lee of typical anemometer
support structures have shown that the shape of the structural cross section
and the solidity ratios are parameters of major importance (Gill, et al., 1967).
Studies have been made of the three dimensional flow in the lee of truss type
structures. The results have shown that the structure seems to lose its
influence rapidly on the mean transverse velocity with downwind distance.
These results have been determined by comparing the transverse velocity
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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profiles across the wake at the same downwind distances but at different
vertical points. Downstream distances as close as 1.5 tower widths have
shown this similarity of profiles in wind tunnel tests by Meyers (1965}. The
results of studies have also shown that Reynolds number effects are not of
primary importance, especially within practical wind velocity ranges. The
relative unimportance of Reynolds number is understandable from the view-
point that a truss type of tower cross section generally consists of structural
members having sharply defined corners and lips. For such cross sections
the flow separation points are well defined and stationary. This is the case
for a flat plate normal to the free stream and, as is well known, the drag
coefficient for such a plate is nearly independent of Reynolds number.
Two additional aspects of the flow field not considered in this study are
the possible coupling effects that may occur between the vehicle oscillatory
response and the nonsteady interference flow field; and possible coupling
between normal atmospheric turbulence, and the turbulence induced by flow
interference.
TEST CONDITIONS
Full-scale test data describing the local wind field about the Saturn V
launcher umbilical tower were obtained during the 1966 Saturn V Ground
Wind Loads Test Program at Launch Complex 39 at KSC, Florida. Although
the Ground Wind Loads Test covered a period from late May, 1966, until
about mid-October, 1966, only ground wind data obtained from Z5 May
through 25 June were used in this study. While four weeks of meteorological
observation is not sufficient to permit general predictions of ground wind
behavior, it has provided a significant basis for establishing the major
characteristics of mutual interference effects between the Saturn V and the
LUT upon the local flow field. A chart showing this data availability is
given in Figure I.
The LUT is an integral structure designed to help support the Saturn V
space vehicle in its vertical launch attitude, and to provide access to the
vehicle in this position. The LUT tower does not support the vehicle, as
loads imposed by the umbilical arms are considered to be negligible. In the
on-pad position the LUT vehicle plane of symmetry is in the north=south
direction, with umbilical tower to the north. The launcher presents a rec-
tangular solid configuration to the wind environment measuring 7.6 by 41 by
91 meters (25by 135 by 160 ft), with the deck-zero level 14 meters above
the launch pad. The umbilical tower is a truss-type structure having
rectangular base dimensions 37 by 18 meters (113 by 60 ft). The rectangular
cross section decreases linearly with height to minimum rectangular cross
section of 12 by IZ meters (40 by 40 ft) at a height of 24 meters (80 ft) above
deck zero. This cross section is maintained to the top of the truss structure
116 meters (380 ft) above deck zero. A 25-ton crane is mounted atop the
-4-
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tower, measuring approximately39 meters in length (1ZO ft), 6 meters in
maximum height (Z0 ft), and 6 meters in maximum width (Z0 ft). A side view
is shown in Figure Z. In addition to the structural framework, personnel
railings extend around the tower at each deck level. An elevator housing
measuring Z. 7 by 5.5 meters in cross section (9 x 18 ft) and a personnel
staircase run the length of the tower in the north central portion of the tower
(positioned on the launch pad). In addition, several conduits extend the length
of the tower along the north side effectively blocking the air flow over approxi-
mately 50 percent of its breadth. The structural framework and railings
alone account for about 10 percent solidity, and together with conduit, housing,
and other paraphernalia, the net solidity is estimated to be 60 to 70 percent.
The east-west launch pad elevation is essentially a trapezoid of bases
15Z and 91 meters (500 and 300 ft) and a height of 15 meters (50 ft). The
north-south elevation is not so conveniently defined, being characterized by
the gradually inclined crawler way from the south, and the service access
ramp extending approximately 300 meters (1000 ft) to the northwest. Dis-
counting these principal features, this elevation would also be trapezoidal
with bases of about 1ZZ and Z14 meters (400 and 700 ft). A top view and
east-west planform are indicated in Figure 3.
Although some wind data were gathered while the Saturn V LUT was in
transit between the vertical assembly building (VAB) and Pad 39A, the
preponderance of wind data were obtained with the Saturn V - LUT in the
launch configuration atop Launch Pad 39A. The Mobile Service Structure
(MSS) was placed in service in October; it did not influence the test datafrom
the LUT-mounted anemometers. All the pads in Launch Complex 39 are
oriented in the same direction, with the plane of vertical symmetry running
north and south. Launch Pad 39Ais the southernmost of the two existing pads
in the launch complex. It is approximately one-half mile from the Atlantic
coastline which runs generally northwest-southeast at this point. Banana
Creek lies generally to the south and west of Launch Pad 39A. Surrounding
terrain is generally flat and sandy with low lying (about one meter in height}
scrub palmetto being fairly abundant. What appears to be a sand bar approxi-
mating a 3- or 4-meter levee closely parallels the coastline in both directions
as far as can be seen by naked eye from Launch Pad 39A.
The nearest sizeable structure is the VAB situated about three and
one-half miles west-southwest of Pad 39A. Somewhat smaller structures
(vehicle integration buildings} exist farther south within the Titan III C
Launch Complex.
-6-
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Figure Z. Saturn V Launcher Umbilical Tower
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Figure 3. Basic Dimensions of Launch Pad 39A,
Vehicle and LUT'Shown in Plan View
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INSTRUMENTATION
During the test, four Model C1-14 Climet anemometers (Reference 1)
were located on the LUT as shown in Figure Z. The highest (top level) was
on a 1Z-rneter (40-ft) mast surmounting the crane and on the centerline of
the umbilical tower. This anemometer was 136 meters (445 ft) above deck
level and 164 meters (537 ft) above natural grade.
Two anemometers were located on ZS-foot booms extending horizontally
outward from the tower, at the two corners farthest from the vehicle, and
parallel to the side farthest from the vehicle. These anemometers were
59 meters (195 ft) above deck level and 87 meters (Z87 ft) above natural grade.
The fourth anemometer was mounted on a 3.4-meter (ll-ft) high mast on the
deck of the launcher. This mast was located on the outer periphery of the
southwest corner of the pad-positioned launcher attached to two bars of the
personnel railing.
Additional wind speed and azimuth data were also obtained from two
anemometers, identified as the PLPts, for pad light pole. These were
mounted on individual light poles 18 meters (60 ft) above natural grade, and
located 300 meters (1000 ft) northwest and southeast of the launch-positioned
Saturn V body centerline. The PLP anemometers were also the C1-14
Climet type. Their data were recorded in a manner similar to those for the
LUT-mounted anemometer. As shown in Figure 1, comparison of simul-
taneous PLP and LUT data was not possible.
For all of these anemometers, wind speed (mph), and direction were
recorded continuously on a Z4-hour basis by Z-channel Esterline-Angus paper
strip chart recorders at a chart speed of . 076 meters (3 inches) per hour.
A sample of this chart data analyzed in this study is shown in Figure 4.
Down time for maintenance and calibration adjustment caused some inter-
ruption of data. Wind azimuth was measured clockwise from true north to
the approaching wind vector.
Perhaps the most serious interruption to the data was that caused by
crane movement invalidating wind direction data from the top-level LUT
wind vane. Thus, when the crane was not in its normal orientation (i. e. ,
north-south with the boom tip over the vehicle) spurious directions were
obtained. This deficiency was especially critical since the top-level wind
direction data were the data expected to contain the least contamination from
flow interference effects, and would therefore be expected to provide the
best set of reference data for comparison with data from the remaining LUT
anemometers.
-9-
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For further comparison, computer listings of climatological data from
NASA's 150-meter meteorological tower at Cape Kennedy were utilized to
obtain concurrent mean values of wind direction and speed at the 150-meter
(500 ft) level. These data, also obtained from C1-14 Climet anemometers
(Reference 1), consisted of 10-minute mean values around the hour (i. e.,
from 5 minutes before until 5 minutes after the hour) and maximum values
for the same time periods. This meteorological tower is located approxi-
mately three and one-half miles west-northwest of Launch Pad 39A. The
form of data did not permit analysis of low periodicities near the range of
vehicle bending frequencies. Such analyses would require the more detailed
data recorded on magnetic tape, which were not considered a part of this
study.
In evaluation of these ground wind data, as recorded on dual-channel
paper strip charts, emphasis was placed upon the selection of time points
characterized by relatively steady wind. Wherever possible high wind con-
ditions were chosen. Winds from the north occurred the least often during
the test period, with easterly and westerly winds predominating. The data
points were read directly from the strip charts. Errors incurred in both
time and ordinate values by reading, roundoff, and slide rule conversion were
not evaluated. For wind direction readings, a separate graduated scale was
placed at the selected point, first spotted in by pencil, since the given scale
was difficult to interpolate.
EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA
The basic question to be answered by analysis of the test data is that
of the nature and extent of the wind interference owing to the terrain and
structures in the near vicinity of the PLP- and LUT-mounted anemometers.
Anemometer Above Crane
Of the four anemometer locations employed on the LUT during the
ground wind loads test, the one located on the l_-meter mast atop the crane
would be expected to provide the most accurate reading of local free stream.
Certainly it is the one least obstructed in all azimuths.
The only available comparative data for that approximate height, which
data may a priori be considered more reliable than the LUT data for exhibit-
ing free-stream characteristics, are those gathered concurrently from
NASA's 150-meter meteorological tower. One would not expect the instan-
taneous readings from the LUT and the meteorological tower to agree, con-
sidering their separation (3-I/2 miles). One would expect, however, that
the long-duration averages would be in fair agreement, with the agreement
II -
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improving under stronger and steadier winds. A sample of this long-duration
data is presented in Figures 5 through 7. Figure 5 shows ten-minute average
directions at the LUT upper-level anemometer versus synchronized ten-
minute average directions at the 150-meter level of the rneteorologicaltower.
As much as possible in all of this data analysis, the higher wind speeds were
favored. Attempts were made to cover all azimuths; however, it is apparent
that easterly and westerly winds predominated for the test period in question.
Rather clearly this plot does not prove any appreciable average disagreement.
The ten-minute average speed comparison between the LUT upper level and
meteorological tower 150-meter level anemometers is shown in Figure 8.
The fitted line of Figure 6 was arrived at by sectioning the horizontal
axis into one-meter-per-second intervals, for each interval taking a line of
unit slope that divides the points in that interval into two equally large groups,
marking where that line intersects the mid-abscissa of the interval, and
hand-fitting a straight line through these marks. In addition to their ease of
application, the main property of these "median methods" is their relative
unresponsiveness to spurious extreme points when compared with "arithmetic
mean methods" like least squares. Here one sees the improvement o£
correlation (reduction of scatter) at higher speeds. As it should, the fitted
line of Figure 4 does pass through the centroid of data points with an approxi-
mate 45-degree slope. However, there is an apparent and distinct deviation
of this line from the line of unit slope through the origin {shown dashed).
This deviation ranges from about 3 percent at high wind speeds as measured
at the meteorological tower to as much as 30 percent at the lower speeds.
The actual wind speed difference ranges from about . 4 meter/sec to 1 meter/
sec respectively.
While the procedure used to determine the fitted line contains some
arbitrariness, it is also clear by simple visual inspection that the unit slope
line through the origin does not represent the data mean. Several possible
explanations exist for some systematic bias in these data, none of which
satisfactorily accounts for the type of deviation indicated.
I. The LUT upper level anemometer elevation is 12 meters higher
than the 150-meter anemometer on the meteorological tower.
Using the wind profile law
.Z
U 2 z 2 (l)
the increase in speed at the LUT upper-level anemometer would
be about 1.5 percent.
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East-west elevation profile of Launch Pad 39A presents a trape-
zoidal cross-section of 16 meters (50 ft) height. Using a
conservative two-dimensional potential flow assumption, a speed
up of about X percent as shown in Figure 8 is calculated at the
LUT upper level for flow over an equivalent elliptical cross
section. This idealized flow is analyzed in greater detail in
a subsequent section.
A recommendation is made by Gill, et al. , (1967) on the basis of
observed experimental wind tunnel data for locating an anemom-
eter atop a circular stack without effluent. It is stated herein
that " . the accuracy of speed and direction measurements
can be markedly improved by locating the top set of wind sensors
1/Z D [diameter]or higher above the stack." In the present
case, the upper-level anemometer is located about lZ meters
above the LUT. Cross section of the LUT is 13 meters square
at all heights above the Z6-meter level (from Deck Zero). Thus,
this recommendation is apparently satisfied.
The 25-ton crane atop the LUT (see Figure Z) does represent an
additional obstruction of sizeable dimensions. It is approximately
40 meters in length, with maximum cross section 6 meters
square. Its maximum effect is estimated by assuming a 6-meter
diameter circular cylinder in two-dimensional potential flow.
In terms of this cylinder, the anemometer is located at a distance
of 5 radii along the vertical centerline. The local velocity at
this point is
U I
--=I+
Uo (y/Rz)
- 1.04
This effect would be felt most strongly for winds within the
azimuth range of 90 degrees ±30 degrees, and Z70 • 30 degrees.
Approximately half the data points were found to represent wind
conditions in this range.
Again considering winds primarily from the east or west, the
basic breadth dimension may be greater than that of the tower.
It is possible that the ratio of towe'r plus vehicle semi-breadth8
to their centerline spacing is su.fficiently near unity that some
blockage may occur, causing significant speed up in the flow up
over the extremities. In this case, a pertinent dimension may
be the tower-vehicle centerline spacing together with some
porosity parameter such as the ratio mentioned above.
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All of these possible explanations (1--55 would produce a deviation
proportional to free stream velocity. Unfortunately this does not appear to
be the type of deviation indicated in Figure 4. It is statistically possible,
of course, that the data points selected (about 75 total) coincidentaUy exhibit
the relationship obtained. In this event, it must be concluded that more
data points are needed.
In a further attempt to correlate the concurrent data from LUT upper-
level anemometers and the 150-meter meteorological tower data, the
velocity ratios were plotted against the 150-meter meteorological tower
azimuths. These are shown in Figure 7. Extremes in the scatter, as
would be expected, occurred at low velocities (less than 6 meters]see).
Median values over 60-degree intervals were determined, and are shown
as discontinuous bars over the interval spans. Again, a small but distinct
speedup at the LUT upper level is indicated at all azimuth ranges except
for the interval centered at 180 degrees azimuth. In view of the several
contributing factors indicating some acceleration in the flow, it is concluded
that a speedup on the order of 5 to 10 percent should be allowed.
Midlevel Anemometers
Analysis of the data for these locations aims to determine the mean
shift in the free stream wind vector at this level. The only available esti-
mate of the free stream vector in question is based on the strip chart data
for the anemometer at the top of the LUT. It is felt that the raw readings
from the top of the LUT will better estimate the midlevel free stream if
they are scaled down to the midlevel of the LUT by means of the wind
profile law (Equation 15 previously given.
Two types of plots were prepared: (15 ratio of speed at either of the
midlevel anemometers to speed at the top anemometer (scaled or unsealed
to midlevel) as a function of azimuth at the top anemometer, and (Z) azimuth
at either of the midlevel anemometers as a function of azimuth at the top
anemometer.
Speed Ratio Plots
Figures 9a, 9b, 10a, and 10b are scattergrams of the speed ratio
UMID/UTOPwith UTOP uncorrected for height. Least-squared error curves,
discussed in Appendix C, were determined for these scattergrams and are
shown in Figures 9a and 10a. Each scattergram in Figures 9b and 10b is
hand-fitted with a curve passing through the median ratios in 10-degree com-
pass intervals. Figure 9 corresponds to the east midlevel anemometer,
Figure 10 the west. Physical symmetry about the north-south centerline of
the vehicle LUT assembly leads one to expect mirror behavior of the two mid-
level anemometers. Figure 11 compares the west anemometer median curve
- 18-
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with the mirror image of the east anemometer median curve. Apparently the
mirror assumption is valid. Hence, in Figures 12a and 12b, data from the
two anemometers are pooled with reference to the east anemometer and a
curve of the same description as in Figures I0 and Ii is generated.
A polar plot of this curve with the height correction applied to UTO P
UMID {287_ "2
i.e., UTOP- \_-_/ =
• 882, is shown in Figure 13. It has a nearly
symmetric cardiac shape and plainly shows:
Ii Shadowing down to almost zero speed on the leeside of the LUT
(azimuth around 250 degrees)
2• Partial stagnation down to .66 of free stream on the windward
side of the LUT (azimuth around 60 degrees)
. Increasing speed as the air flows around the LUT in such a
manner that the anemometer boom is athwart the stream
(azimuth around 160 degrees or 340 degrees)
Further correlation of this speed ratio plot is obtained from experi-
mental data in the literature. Gill, et al. (1967), report upon wind tunnel
tests of triangular and circular cross-sectional tower structures typical of
those used for anemometer supports. For the triangular tower, speed ratio
plots are presented for shadow densities (ratio of projected frontal area to
total enclosed frontal area) of 26 percent and 100 percent• Their test results
include those for anemometer arrangement corresponding to that employed
for the LUT midlevel. In these tests, an anemometer was mounted on a
boom extending outward in the plane of one face a distance of 1/Z tower
breadth. In Figure 14 speed ratio plots obtained by Gill, et al. , for these
particular tests are superimposed upon the plot obtained for the LUT
midlevel. In these plots, the curves of Gill, et al., have been rotated so
that azimuth relationship to anemometer location are the same as those for
the LUT data. As required, both stagnation and speedup are indicated in the
same general ranges• The LUT data show a pronounced flatness compared
to the triangular tower data.
A point of special interest is the value of speedup at zero azimuth.
From separated flow observations, it is known that with the flow directly
abutting one face, separation will be triggered at the edges of the face.
Roshko (1954) in his application of free streamline theory has shown that
flow streamlines are primarily determined by the body shape ahead of
separation and the wake width. Hence for winds from zero azimuth, the
- 24 -
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speedup encountered for the triangular tower should correspond to that
encountered for the rectangular tower. Further substantiation of this state-
ment is found in the fact that speedup for the circular stack from Gill, et al.,
at this same relative position, i.e., at 90-degree azimuth in Figure 15, is
also about 1.25, coincident with the triangular tower data. On this premise,
then, the LUT data at zero azimuth should fall between the Z6 percent and
100 percent density speed ratio plots of Gill, et al. For the median curve,
this is indeed the case, and its relative position confirms the estimated LUT
shadow density of 60to70 percent previously estimated. To a certain extent
this unusual agreement must be considered fortuitous, in view of the many
ramifications involved. In this respect, the least squares curve does not fit
the data nearly so well. The marked flatness of the LUT curves in Figure 14
are caused by at least two factors. One, of course, is the difference in
tower cross sections. A second is the mutual interference between tower
and vehicle. Considering the rather close similarity of speed ratio curves
for solid triangle and circular stack over the azimuth range 0 to 90 degrees
in Figure 14 and 90 to 180 degrees in Figure 15, it is tentatively concluded
that effect of cross-sectional shape is not of prime importance to speed
ratios in this azimuth range. Assuming this to be the case, the major
contributor to flatness of the LUT speed ratio curve appears to be mutual
interference effects between the umbilical tower and the vehicle.
As in any experimental test, the results and conclusions derived
therefrom are never completely irrefutable. In the present case, the extent
to which the data have been correlated with the completely independent data
of Gill, et al. , and the seemingly logical manner in which the LUT midlevel
data fits into the overall picture of separated flows, seem to indicate the
data and their reduction to be basically correct.
Based upon validity of results obtained, the relative unimportance of
Reynolds number effects in establishing the mean characteristics of sepa-
rated flows with interference has once more been verified. The tests by Gill,
et al. (1967), were conducted at atunnel speed of lZ ft/sec using tower
breadths of 1.5 ft, giving a Reynolds number of about 100, 000. The LUT
data were obtained at speed ranges from 2 to l Z meters per second. Based
upon tower breadth of 6. 5 meters, the corresponding full scale Reynolds
numbers ranged from 750,000 to 5 million.
Azimuth Versus Azimuth Plots
Figures 16a, 16b, 17a, and 17b are scattergrams of the azimuth at
a midlevel anemometer as a function of the azimuth at the top-level ane-
mometer. Least squared error curves as discussed in Appendix C were
determined for these scattergrams, and are shown in Figures 16a, and 17a.
Each scattergram in Figures 16b and 17b is hand fitted with a curve passing
through the median ratios in 20-degree intervals. Figures 16& and 16b arefor
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the east midlevel anemometer, and Figures 17a and 17b, for the west. The
symmetry assumption is checked in Figure 18, and the pooled data given in
Figures 19a and 19b are referred to the east anemometer. Figures 19a
and 19b clearly reveal a wind shift to the south on the windward anemometer
when the wind is from the east or west. The median shift is as much as
40 degrees, this for winds from 100 to 260 degrees.
Deck Level Anemometer
Strip chart data made available for this study for the deck-level ane-
mometer covered the time period from May 30, 1966, through June 9, 1966.
This anemometer was located at a height 3.4 meters (II. 0 ft) above the deck-
zero level and at an approximate azimuth and distance of ZZ5 degrees south-
west and 90 ft, respectively, from the vehicle centerline. Data points
obtained were correspondingly sparse. Winds were predominantly from
the east or west, and the azimuth range between 130 and 260 degrees could
not be covered. Figure Z0 shows a plot of speed ratio, normalized to
simultaneous top-level speeds, versus the azimuth at the top level. Due to
sparsity of data, no attempt was made to calculate median points, and the
solid curve was simply faired in visually, taking into account the necessary
conditions for continuity of slope and ordinate at the endpoints, and the
fact that winds from approximately 150 to 160 degrees would be expected
to exhibit maximum values. This curve was then renormalized to the
local free stream velocity based upon the 0. Z power law, and is shown
in polar form in Figure Zl. The near circularity of this plot between
I00 and Z50 degrees indicates that this location may be of significant value
for future wind loads tests in determining wind speeds. The near unity
values of wind speed at 270 and 90 degrees is contrary to the notion that
appreciable speedup occurs due to pad elevation. It is possible that
boundary layer effects from the launcher and pad are decelerating the flow,
and, if so, would require that the deck level anemometer be placed some-
what higher than the ll-ft elevation that was employed.
In the azimuth plot shown in Figure ZZ a surprising lack of distortion
is shown for easterly and westerly winds. For winds in the range from zero
to 60 degrees, however, the anen_ometer is clearly immersed in nonsteady
wake flow since the strip chart indicated almost 360 degrees variations,
making impossible any estimate of mean values. Such points are indicated
by small vertical markings along the abscissa.
Pad Light Pole (PLP) Anemometers
Since the PLP anemometer data were unfortunately not concurrent with
the LUT data, no direct comparison could be made. Instead, the velocities
of the individual PLP anemometers were compared with each other and are
shown in Figure Z3. The inference here is that good correlation would
indicate negligible contamination from LUT, launch pad, and associated
obstructions.
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The speeds obtained from the two PLP anemometers were analyzed as
follows. Assume that at any instant there is a common mean free stream
speed for the two locations and that the departures therefrom at a given time
are random, statistically independent with the same RMS deviation, and
independent from time to time. In that case, the speed difference UNW -
USW has a variance (mean square) equal to twice that of either speed. Using
this fact, the data yield, as an estimate of the RMS fluctuation, 0. 85 meters/
second (1.90 mph).
It was felt that, in order to demonstrate validity of the PLP anemom-
eter readings, it would suffice for the readings from the two to agree to
within reasonable limits. Figure Z4 is a plot of the azimuth shift (AZNw
minus AZsE ) as a function of AZNw. The clear linear trend indicates that
there was a scale factor difference on the two strip chart recorders. The
NW anemometer showed readings over the entire range of azimuths while the
simultaneous readings from the SE anemometer were all under ZZ5 degrees.
Had this linear deviation not existed, the two would have differed by approxi-
mately the amounts the points scatter around the hand-fitted line. The
largest such deviation there is 13 degrees.
CONCLUSIONS BASED ON TEST DATA
An evaluation of paper strip chart anemometer data obtained during
the 1966 Ground Wind Loads Test Program at Launch Complex 39A has
resulted in the following assessment regarding the local Launch Pad 39A
wind field and placement of anemometers. The anemometer at the 445-foot
level is essentially exposed to the local free stream, with no systematic
distortion of azimuth. The velocities show increase in local free stream of
5 to 10 percent in magnitude. However, this conclusion must be qualified
to the extent that the number of data points does not appear to be quite suf-
ficient. Evidently the 3-1/Z mile separation between Launch Complex 39A
and the meteorological tower permits rather wide simultaneous differences
in velocity at these points.
Analysis of the midlevel anemometers indicates a considerable inter-
ference in the local wind field, and their data would not be useful for
establishing the free stream velocity at this level without considerable
extensions of their support booms beyond the present 25 ft. Possibly 60- to
80-it booms would be necessary to permit satisfactory free stream recordings
over an appreciable azimuth range, centered about true north, assuming dual
anemometers are employed. For con:plete azimuth coverage, the basic
support structure dimension should be considered as the centerline to center-
line distance between vehicle and tower. With such a dimension, it becomes
evident that the most proficient means for measuring free stream at this
level would be the extension o£ one of the current pad light poles to the
nece ssary height.
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The deck-level anemometers were represented by the least amount of
data and conclusions regarding them are correspondingly qualified. Neverthe-
less, it does appear that a single deck-level anemometer at the present
location, but higher, would provide valid data over the 90- to Z70-degree
azimuth range. Further tests are indicated in which the deck-level and
PLP anemometers are simultaneously employed to ascertain possible wind
speedup due to pad elevation. The objective here would be to improve the
exponential constant in the speed power law that would account for pad
elevation.
The two PLP anemometers, by mutual comparison, are found to exhibit
essentially free stream characteristics in both speed and azimuth. The strip
chart data themselves indicated a linear distortion of azimuth of the southeast
anemometer versus true azimuth which was interpreted as calibration error.
Assuming this to be the case, the present locations are considered to be
satisfactory for establishing the local free stream.
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ILL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
APPROACH
The local wind field about the Saturn V - LUT is three-dimensional.
The tip and base regions probably exhibit the strongest three-dimensional
characteristics. While some methods for their theoretical analysis appear
feasible with present state of art in computer technology, such efforts are
considered beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, meaningful two-
dimensional studies can be made to improve knowledge of this complicated
flow field. Two such investigations have been made in this study. In the
first, the elevation profile of the launch pad (,without the LUT) along its
narrowest dimension is approximated by an ellipse. Potential and "separated"
flow solutions over this ellipse are then obtained. Secondly, the horizontal
tower-vehicle cross section at the midlevel (19 meters above elevation zero)
are represented by a circular cylinder plus an arrangement of stationary
point vortices to represent a rectangular tower cross section. Nonsteady
separated flow solutions are then obtained for this configuration oriented at
various wind directions.
The following background discussion precedes the detail discussion of
these investigations. This background discussion is intended to serve as a
descriptive basis for the numerical technique employed herein for the
numerical solution of two-dimensional incompressible separated flows. The
more rigorous theoretical developments are contained in Appendices.
Consider first the classical potential solution for steady lift on air
foils. It is to be recalled that potential theory alone is insufficient to solve
this problem. There is required, in addition, one empirically based
criterion--that is the Kutta condition which states that the circulation Strength
at the trailing edge must be zero. This condition essentially accounts for the
action of viscosity in the boundary layer in creating the physically observed
lift inducing vorticity about the airfoil.
Viewing the separated flow problem in this same context, a necessary
assumption is the inviscid nature of flow mechanics in the near wake, sepa-
rated flow region. Next, a generalization of the Kutta condition is required
which will permit the definition of nonsteady (instantaneous) transport of
vorticity from the bluff body into the fluid stream. In previous NASA-funded
studies (Ujihara, etal., 1965, 1966), such a generalized Kutta condition
was developed, with reasonable success, for solution of separated flow about
a circular cylinder. This generalized Kutta condition is exprea|ed in the
following way.
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The transport of vorticity past any given point on a flow boundary is
d_ 1 u Z (z)
where Us is the potentially calculated slip velocity at that point. The injec-
tion of free vorticity into the fluid stream occurs at points of velocity
maxima. This free vorticity is expressed in terms of discrete vortices of
strength
K = _- _ (3)
where the solution is carried out in finite difference form, and At is the
incremental time period over which the vortex strength is allowed to
accumulate.
Successful application of this generalized Kutta condition represents
the crux of this method. Basically then the solution of nonsteady separated
flow about a bluff body requires the following steps:
. Determine potential solution of flow about this body in a uniform
free stream
Z. Find the points of speed maxima on the boundary
3. Introduce free point vortices of proper strength
4. By finite differences compute the new flow field.
5. Keturn to step Z and repeat.
This method enables the complete solution of nonsteady separated
flows within the realm of potential theory. Flow rotationality in the wake is
accounted for by the presence of discrete vortices convected downstream
from their injection points. Separated flows about a circular cylinder are
known to be strongly influenced by the Reynolds number. It is found upon
closer analysis that the Reynolds number is only indirectly responsible for
these observed variations. Stated more precisely, it is the attached shear
layer thickness which is directly determined by the Keynolds number. The
mechanics of vortex formation and shedding are found to be directly related
to this shear layer thickness. A train of successive point vortices in
potential flow possesses an equivalent shear layer thickness which depends
only upon the vortex spacing. This may be related to known variations of
attached shear layer thickness with Reynolds number to give a relationship
between the finite difference time increment for vortex injection and the
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flow Reynolds number being simulated. In these previous studies this
relationship has been defined as
Z5
Re-
(At) z
(4)
where Re is the simulated Reynolds number. Further correlations with
experimental data were shown in these previous studies at subcritical
Reynolds number in which nonsteady lift, drag, and cylinder pressure distri-
butions are in essential agreement. In particular, a distinct Strouhal
frequency of 0. Z was obtained for vortex shedding. A calculated instability
of the discrete vortices simulating the shear layer was also shown to
correlate well with experimental data by defining (Sato, 1956, Roshko, 1967)
the transition of a laminar free shear layer to turbulence.
TOWER VEHICLE CROSS SECTION AT MIDLEVEL
The midlevel anemometers are located in a region strongly influenced
by the presence of tower and vehicle structures. This is clearly indicated
from the noncircularit7 of the experimental wind rosettes of Figure 13.
Further clarification of the wind field at this level is desirable; first, to
permit more optimal placement of these anemometers with respect to
measurement of free stream properties; second, an assessment of the
velocity field particularly about the vehicle will hopefully bring insight to the
nature of interference dependent flow mechanics which have been found to
aggravate vehicle cantilever loads.
A theoretical approach was taken in this study to investigate this inter-
ference flow field. It is based upon the two-dimensional numerical method
of separated flow analysis employing the previously described generalized
Kutta condition. A computer program developed during previous NASA-
funded studies was utilized for this study. This program was successfully
used in these previous studies to numerically solve the nonsteady vortex
shedding flow about a circular cylinder at subcritical Reynolds numbers.
A major modification to this computer program consisted of the addition of
a second bluff body representing the tower cross section. The method used
to accomplish this addition is mathematically developed in Appendix A. A
brief description is provided here for continuity of discussion and qualifi-
cation of the necessary assumptions.
Discrete Vortex Simulation of Tower Cross Section
The flow field is assumed to be two-dimensional, with the vehicle
circular cross section represented by a source sink cylinder in uniform
flow. To this is added a configuration of closely arranged stationary
vortices representing the second body to be added. This arrangement of
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vortices may be of an arbitrary configuration, although for the tower
representation it was taken to be rectangular. From assessment of the
tower cross section, this second body should not entirely block the flow,
since structural truss members, the elevator housing, .conduits, and per-
sonnel railings making up the cross section do not present a completely
closed surface. A detailed representation of this cross section would be
possible, at the expense of a relatively large number of vortices. However,
this represented an original attempt to apply this concept. Therefore, the
number of vortices was held to a minimum, both for economy of computer
time and in recognition of the exploratory aspects involved. Also a pre-
conceived notion of high aerodynamic solidity was based upon informal
re,harks of personnel more familiar with wind conditions at the tower
midlevel, that the tower seemed to effectively block any significant flow-
through. At any rate, a gross representation of the tower cross section
was employed in which the stationary vortices were placed in a rectangular
arrangement, as shown in Figure 25 with closer spacing near the corners,
since the velocity is known to be greater there.
Strengths of these vortices were then calculated instantaneously (in
the finite difference scheme of numerical solution) by imposing the boundary
condition of zero normal flow at each midpoint between consecutive vortices.
Thus, a set of simultaneous equations in the unknown vortex strength is
derived, the coefficients of which depend only upon the geometric arrange-
ment of the stationary vortices. One additional equation is necessary to
require that the total circulation about the body be equal to the cumulative
negative sum of all free vortices generated by that body (condition of con-
stant angular momentum). This residual circulation is satisfied by a
stationary vortex at some point within the body, say the center. This
complete matrix of coefficients is inverted only once, and instantaneous
vortex strengths are subsequently determined by their matrix multiplication
with the calculated normal boundary velocities imposed by the free stream,
cylinder and free vortices at finite difference time points. The image
method is used to satisfy cylinder boundary conditions for all vortices
whether stationary or free.
Generalized Kutta Condition
It was recognized that a realistic solution of interference flow about
the tower vehicle cross section would require simulation of vorticity trans-
port from both bodies. Consequently, an empirical scheme was defined for
applying the generalized Kutta condition to account for the major portion of
vorticit7 shed from the two bodies.
Depending on the free stream azimuth, the tower wake could impinge
upon the circular cylinder and vice versa. The circular cylinder, being
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smoothly curved, is known to exhibit greater sensitivity to flow conditions
than sharp-cornered bodies. From previous studies it was also known that
significant counter vorticity could sometimes be generated over the wake
exposed surfaces. Again considering limitations of the computer program,
a total of three possible vortex feeding points was allowed on the circular
cylinder. These are internally determined by computing all the instantaneous
speed maxima occurring on the cylinder surface, and selecting the three
largest of these relative maxima for the incremental vortex feeding points.
Thus, as many as three vortices could be introduced from the cylinder at
each finite difference feeding time point. The radial distance from the
surface at which these vortices are introduced was set equal to 0.28 u_t
which is the approximate center of the separating shear layer thickness.
Vorticit 7 from the tower would be expected to shed primarily from the
corners. It was also considered physically consistent to require that the
primary vorticity be generated at the two corners presenting the broadest
dimension to the free stream. It was desirable to keep the number of
vortices to a minimum in order to limit the number of computations neces-
sary to achieve a satisfactory solution. In the interest of simplicity in
computer logic, the specification of the two corners selected as vortex
feeding points was left variable as input data.
Since the characteristics of flow separation from sharp-cornered
bodies are ordinarily not sensitive to changes in Reynolds number, the
feeding point was located along the extension of the diagonals of the rectangle
without regard to requirements for Reynolds number simulation. A distance
of i/i0 cylinder radius from the corner vortex was selected for the feeding
point location. This value was predicated upon insuring sufficient distance
from the corner vortex to preclude any numerical instability. Here again,
a non-dimensional feeding period of 0. 500 based on cylinder radius was
primarily on the basis of computer economy. This corresponds to a
cylinder Reynolds number of approximately I00.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION
In the course of obtaining the numerical solutions shown in this sec-
tion, a numerical singularity that nearly prevented achievement of satis-
factory solutions was encountered. This singularity resulted from placement
of a vortex at the center of the square vortex array simulating the tower
cross section.
To the investigators of this study the singularity encountered was
totally unexpected. Because of its apparently fundamental nature, a dis-
cussion of the d'Ifflculty is presented with the hope that it may prove useful
in possible future applications of this technique.
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As previously outlined, the finite element representation of a closed body
with discrete vortices requires one vortex within the bodyto satisfy total
circulation requirements. Furthermore, the precise location of this vortex
within the body is irnrnaterial, since the circulation about any closed path
enclosing the vortex remains constant. For lack of a better choice, the
internal vortex was simply placed at the center of the square cross-section.
The generated matrix of coefficients was then inverted. A poor inversion was
obvious from the product of the matrix multiplied by its inverse. Double
precision was incorporated to increase the accuracy, but the inversion check
showed no improvement.
Because the matrix of coefficients was suspected of being ill-
conditioned, the coding for formation of the coefficients was thoroughly checked
and rechecked to no avail. Simple finite element arrangements were then
considered in any attempt to discern some physical explanation for the trouble.
During this procedure, it was found that a square represented by a single
vortex at each corner, with zero normal velocity at the midpoints, is indeed
singular if the internal vortex is placed at the center. This system is
represented by a matrix of coefficients as shown in the form on the left
which may be reduced in two steps to the form on the right.
-a I a I a2 -a 2 0
-a Z -a I a I a2 0
a2 -a 2 -a I aI 0
a I +a2 -a2 -al 0
1 1 1 1 1
-a I 0 a2 0 0
-a 2 -a2-a I a I 0 0
a2 0 -a I 0 0
a I al+a 2 -a 2 0 0
1 1 1 3 1
If, however, the internal vortex is placed off-center, the last column
will not contain all off-diagonal terms as zeroes, and the singularity dis-
appears. While it is difficult to generalize these results to matrices of
higher order, this was considered sufficient reason to re-evaluate the man-
ner in which vortex sheets are successfully employed in aerodynamic theory.
It was observed, for example, that vortex sheets are employed invariably
for zero-thickness configurations, (i. e., thin airfoils), to determine lift due
to camber and angle of attack. In a previous study of this type, a finite-
element vortex sheet representation was successfully employed to represent
flow about a circular cylinder. In that solution, the 'linternaltlvortex, by
necessity, had to be located on the boundary because linearly varying vortex
sheet elements were employed. Under this approach, the circular boundary
was actually represented by a highly cambered 11airfoiP_having leading and
trailing edges approaching within some arbitrarily small distance to one
another.
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This concept was pursued for the problem at hand, and the internal
vortex was placed to within b/Z0 of the boundary, where b is the dimension
of a side. The resulting matrix premultiplied by its inverse was accurate
to six significant figures on the diagonal and was less than 10 -7 on all off-
diagonal terms using double precision. The difficulty was considered to
have been surmounted.
The scope of numerical investigations of interference flow at midlevel
was restricted in view of the effort expended in overcoming this numerical
difficulty; consequently, a complete speed ratio plot for comparison with
experimental results was not obtained.
Nonseparated, steady potential solutions were obtained for wind
directions from 180 degrees and 270 degrees. Computer plots of flow
streamlines are shown in Figures Z6 and 27 for these two cases.
A single nonsteady separated flow solution was obtained for wind
direction from 350 degrees. Steady nonseparated potential flow for this
case is shown in Figure Z8. A time history of the instantaneous separated
flow configuration represented by point vortices is shown in Figures Zga
through Z9d. The same condition with corresponding streamlines super-
imposed is shown in Figures 302 through 30d.
For this separated flow solution, eight "anemometer" locations were
specified at which wind speed and azimuth shifts were printed out. Six o£
these locations represent three pairs of symmetrically situated points in
the plane o£ the tower north_face. The closest pair (at 5/8 tower breadth
from the corner) represents the actual posit{on used in the wind loads test.
The remaining two pairs on the tower were situated at one and two tower
breadths away from the corner. Finally, locations for one pair o£
"anemometers" were specified 1. 5 radii directly east and west of the
cylinder center.
Speed ratios and azimuth shifts calculated for these points at various
nondimensional times are given in Table I.
The streamline plots of Figures 30a through 30d show one streamline
passing through the tower cross section, indicating some leakage. This flow,
however, must be small since it appears to be near the stagnation stream-
line. After a nondimensional time of 6, it is noted that a wake cavity envelops
the cylinder, and a large vortex is formed on one side of the cylinder. Shed-
ding of the vortex does not occur within the period covered, but appears to
be on the verge of doing so in Figure Z9d. Also shown in Figure Z9d are two
incremental vortices that have passed through the cylinder boundary because
of the roughness of numerical integration. This effect indicates that finer
integration intervals should be used. The solution represented by Figure 29d
was obtained with 10 minutes of computer time during which a total of
154 vortices were introduced.
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Table I. Anemometer Data for Azimuth of 350 Degrees
Anemometer
Number XAN YAN Speed Azimuth Shift
UT/A = 0
I -5. 15 7.05 I. 05 350.63 O. 63
2 -5.57 4.67 I. 13 352. I0 Z. I0
3 -5.73 3.77 I. 20 353.80 3.80
4 -6.68 -I. 58 I. 09 340.40 -9.60
5 -6.83 -Z. 48 I. 06 343.95 -6.05
6 -7. ?5 -4. 86 1.03 347.49 -Z. 51
7 0. Z6 I. 48 I. 33 343.08 -6.92
8 -0. Z6 - I. 48 I. 35 345.62 -4. 38
UT/A = 3
I -5. 15 7.05 I. 07 350.84 0.84
2 -5.57 4.67 I. 15 35Z. 98 Z. 98
3 -5.73 3.77 I. Z3 355.44 5.44
4 -6.68 -1.58 1.06 339.59 -I0.41
5 -6.83 -Z. 48 I. 04 342.98 -7.0Z
6 -7. Z5 -4.86 I. 03 346.70 -3.30
7 0. Z6 1.48 I. 35 350.75 0.75
8 -0. Z6 - I. 48 I. 45 353.43 3.43
UT/A = 6
I -5. 15 7. 05 1.07 351. 59 1.59
Z -5. 57 4. 67 I. 14 353. 91 3.91
3 -5.73 3.77 1.21 356.06 6.06
4 -6.68 -1.58 1.04 339. 28 -I0.72
5 -6.83 -2.48 1.03 34Z. 54 -7.46
6 -7.25 -4.86 I. 02 346.21 -3.79
7 O. 26 I.48 I.73 393.80 43.80
8 -0.26 -1.48 I. 32 339. 03 -I0.97
UT/A = I1
I -5. 15 7.05 1.05 352.64 2.64
2 -5. 57 4. 67 I. I0 354.44 4.44
3 -5.73 3.77 I. 16 356.21 6.2I
4 -6.68 -I. 58 I. 05 338.40 -II.60
5 -6.83 -2.48 1.04 341.67 -8. 33
6 -7.25 -4.86 1.03 345. 60 -4.40
7 O. 26 I. 48 [. 05 407.78 57.78
8 -0. Z6 -I. 48 I. 60 356.75 6.75
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Referring to Figures 13, 19a, and IQb, the experimental values of
speed ratio and azimuth shift for the east anemometer at a wind direction of
350 degrees are 1.B and -i0 degrees, respectively. These values corres-
pond to I. 22 and 5.4, respectively, listed for anemometer B in Table I. For
the west anemometer, this wind direction corresponds to +I0 degrees. Again,
the experimental values at ten degrees are taken from Figures 13, 19a, and
19b to be I.04 and 8 degrees, respectively. These values correspond to
1.04 and I0, respectively, listed for anemometer number 4. The general
agreement of numerically calculated speed ratios and azimuth shifts with
experimental values is fairly close. An interesting indication is that the
experimental values based on median curves appear to be significantly better
than those based on least-squared error.
DISCUSSIOI_ OF RESULTS
In view of numerical difficulties encountered, perhaps the single most
significant result of this section is the demonstration of the fact that flow
about arbitrary two-dimensional configurations can be obtained with the
method employed. Practicality of the scheme is now substantiated, and the
way is opened to further extensions and applications.
Observed differences between test data and numerical results are due
in part to the assumed 100-percent solidity for the idealized tower cross-
section. Also to be noted is the fact that numerically calculated results in
Table 1 are instantaneous values. Average values over sufficiently long
periods would be necessary for valid comparison. That instantaneous
values are subject to appreciable variations is evident from the values
recorded in Table 1 at different time points.
General similarity of numerically calculated speed ratios and azimuth
shifts with those of the test data indicate the gross characteristics of the cal-
culated flow to be correct. Further comparative studies could be made by
obtaining numerical solutions for the entire range of wind directions, and
obtaining the complete speed ratio and azimuth plots. Scope of funding for
the present study was unfortunately insufficient for such an analysis. It is
noted at this point that, in future studies of this type, liftand drag forces on
the cylinder would also be obtainable within the framework of numerical
solution obtained.
LAUNCH PAD
The launch pad dimensions are considerably larger in horizontal plan-
form than those of the LUT. Thus, flow interference induced by the pad may
significantly affect its local wind field. For a first estimate the east-west
pad elevation was approximated by an equivalent ellipse of the same base-
height ratio. Velocity profile was determined along the vertical centerline
of this ellipse in symmetric, steady potential Flow. This velocity profile is
shown in Figure 8. While conservative, it does indicate that an appreciable
acceleration of the flow may be expected due to pad elevation.
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Based on this result, it was considered of sufficient further interest
to determine the influence of a separated wake on the surrounding flow field.
A computer program developed during a previous NASA-funded study was
modified for this purpose. This computer program employs a $oukowski
transformation to determine the two-dimensional syrnrnetric separated flow
about an elliptical configuration based upon the generalized Kutta conditions.
Modification to this program consisted of fixing the vortex feeding point at
a location on the ellipse corresponding to the forward top edge of the trape-
zoidal pad elevation. This point, 45 meters (150 ft) forward of the pad
vertical centerline was calculated as 0. 967 transformed circle radii forward
of ellipse center. Slope discontinuity and orientation of this edge was con-
sidered sufficient to induce flow separation.
Due to numerical difficulties, a point vortex cannot be introduced
exactly on the ellipse boundary. The nature of these difficulties stems
primarily from the excessive velocity induced by image vortices. Further-
more, in the simulation of shear layer detachment from the boundary, the
vortices should be introduced at a point corresponding to the center of .the
shear layer thickness; this thickness, in turn, is governed by the flow
Reynolds number. Based upon a dimension of 100 ft (about twice the pad
height), the Reynolds number is expressed by
Re = __DV _ 100V ~= 6V x 105
.0016
for a 20 mph wind, Re is IZ x 106. Reynolds number of this magnitude
cannot be simulated by the current computer program without prohibitive
computer time and cost. Therefore, a greatly reduced simulated Reynolds
number was employed. The vortex feeding period was . 125 as nondirnen-
sionalized by the transformed circle radius, a, and the free stream
velocity, U o.
Substitution into Equation 3 gives an approximate simulated Reynolds
number of 1600. Equivalent shear layer thickness represented by a row of
equally spaced vortices is 0. 56 b, where b is the spacing. Replacing b by
Us_t, since Us is approximately the convective velocity of the vortices at
the feeding point, the equivalent nondimensional shear layer thickness is
_5 _ 0.56 (5)
where 6 : shear layer thickness
a : radium of Joukowski cylinder
U s = vortex convective velocity
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Taking
U o = free stream velocity
At = vortex feeding period
U S
--=_1.1
Uo
U1At
a
a _
•125
15.3+76.5
= 45.9 meters (150 ft)
The equivalent shear layer thickness is
_= o. 56 (1. l) (. lz5)
a
=- . 077
6= 45.9(.077) - 3.53 meters (ll.5 ft)
Using the center of this shear layer, the feeding point height was located at
• 035 units above the ellipse. Discrete vortices were then introduced at this
feeding point according to the generalized Kutta condition already described.
While additional velocity maxima occur at the aft edge of the top face, and
at possibly additional points due to local influence of convecting vortices,
these are considered to be of secondary importance on the overall velocity
field.
The simulated Reynolds number is quite low; however, experimental
data indicate that for configurations with a stationary separation point, as
believed for this case, Reynolds number effects on wake width are not of
primary importance. On this basis the gross effects exhibited by the
velocity profiles are believed to be valid.
While for an ideal fluid, the assumption of symmetric flow also satis-
fies the conditions for flow over the half-plane, y>0, this is not true in the
case of physical flows. First, the condition of zero slip along the boundary
requires that vorticity be generated not only on the ellipse, but also on the
half-plane boundary considered• Also since only a finite extent of the half-
plane can be considered, some assumption is necessary regarding vertical
nonuniformity of the approaching flow.
These two effects could be incorporated by use of initial free vortices
to impose a given free stream velocity profile, and calculation of vorticity
generation along the plane surface (ground). Such solutions may be warranted
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in further theoretical ground wind field studies. For the purposes of this
study, however, these aspects were not incorporated on the assumption that
for initial estimation purposes, the profiles obtained could be directly
superimposed with any desired free stream wind profile.
To start the problem, the flow is initially assumed to be steady and
without vortices. Horizontal velocity profiles associated with this steady
potential flow are shown in nondimensional form in Figure 31. With a 5:1
ellipse representation of the pad, the equivalent Joukowski cylinder has a
radius of 46 meters (150 ft), which may be regarded as the reference
di,nension for converting the vertical scale in Figure 31 to height above
natural grade.
As previously discussed, a significant feature appears to be the
substantial increase in velocity ratio exhibited by the profile along the
vertical c enterline.
Figures 32 and 33 are computer plots of vortex positions at nondi-
mensional times of i0 and 12.5. Approximately 7 minutes of compute9
time was required to reach the solution shown in Figure 33. This solution,
containing i00 discrete vortices, shows the wake has fully developed to a
nondimensional downstream distance of about 4. Four vortices are shown
to have penetrated the boundary due to coarseness of numerical integration.
Their effects are considered to be minor, but do cause a peculiarity near
the boundary in the velocity profile in Figure 34f for x/a = 2.0.
There is an evident periodicity with which vortices are being shed
from the ellipse, and appear to be the type reported by Taneda at the
IUTAM Symposium, 1964 (edited by K{ichemann). For his experiments,
periodic oscillation in the streamwise direction caused the formation of
symmetrically arranged vortices.
Wake influence on the horizontal velocity profile along the vertical
centerline is shown by comparing Figure 34d with the one shown in
Figure 31. Except for obvious effects causedby the induced shear layer,
the wake influence is seen to be negligible. This appears to be generally true
for all the velocity profiles calculated. In other words, the profiles calcu-
lated on the basis of steady potential flow should be satisfactory in all
regions except those directly in the wake. Within the wake region itself,
appreciable velocity decrements are seen to occur; however, its applica-
bility to the pad problem is uncertain, since three-dimensional effects
should become more pronounced with downstream distance. Although the
solution could have been carried out further to reach a more complete
equilibrium condition, the solution obtained is considered to have answered
the question in mind; namely, the wake influence on the velocity profile.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was concluded from an analysis of test data that, for purposes of
establishing existing wind conditions, the PLP and 445-ft-level anemometers
would be most useful. The deck-zero anemometer should be useful for all
wind directions, except those with a significant northerly component. The
deck-zero anemometer over its range of usefulness will reflect local speed-up
due to pad elevation and deflection by the launcher. For northerly winds,
other methods of determining wind velocity are desirable since the anemom-
eter will be exposed to the tower wake. The midlevel anemometers, at least
near their present locations, provide data of most doubtful value for purposes
of identifying local wind conditions for vehicle cantilever loads.
Previous studies have shown that for a cylinder alone, nonsteady effects
of separated flow are of major importance to magnitude of transverse lift
and drag loadings. Immersed in an interference flow field, this nonsteady
effect would be expected to have even more significance. It is believed,
therefore, that for purposes of cantilever load determination, the specifica-
tion of average flow field characteristics will be insufficient. Computation
of nonstead¥ lift and drag loadings versus wind direction would be much more
useful. Using the PLP readings and the analytical method presented herein,
one can predict the interference flow field about the vehiclc and tower on the
launch pad.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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APPENDIX A. TOWER-VEHICLE MIDHEIGHT CROSS SECTION
(VSTV)
AI. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
In potential theory, the total flow is a superposition of all the individual
flows. Boundary conditions for a circular cylinder may therefore be met by
satisfying each flow contribution separately. The uniform flow component is
met by a source-sink doublet and the normal flow at the surface induced by
each vortex is nulled by an image vortex inside the cylinder according to the
circle theorem.
The use of point vortices is especially convenient in nonstead7 sepa-
rated flow analyses since, as free vortices they may be utilized to represent
rotationality in the flow, and considered as fixed vortices, they may be
arranged to represent bodies of arbitrary shape. In either case the method
of solving the resulting velocity field remains essentially unchanged within
the framework of finite difference numerical solution.
In this appendix, the velocity field about a source-sink circular
cylinder in a field of free vortices, some of which are growing, is developed
with potential theory. It is part of a more complete theoretical treatment
of the vortex shedding problem in a previous NASA-funded study (Ujihara,
et al. , 1965). A matrix technique is also developed for the use of stationary
vortices to represent bodies of arbitrary configuration in two-dimensional
potential flow.
AI. 1 Flow Field for a System of Vortices Outside a Circular Cylinder in
Uniform Flow
For incompressible, inviscid, irrotational, two-dimensional flow, the
flow field may be described by a potential function of the complex variable
(z = x + i7). The complex potential, w(z), of a system of vortices outside a
circular cylinder of radius "a" in a uniform stream may be written as the
sum of two potentials where
w(z)= w l(z) + Wz(Z)
Wl(Z) - uniform flow past a circular cylinder (r = a) at angle of
attack
wz(z) - system of vortices outside a circular cylinder (r = w)
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The velocity components are found from the relation
dw(z)
(u-iv) = dz (A-l)
From Reference 3, Wl(Z) andw2(z) are found to be
a 2 -ia]Wl(Z ) = - U o ze "i_ + --eZ
(A-Z)
and for n vortices
wz(-)=-i _ Kjlog(---j)+_ _ Kjlog -
j=1 j=1
n
=i E Kj log z + i _ Kj log _j
j=l j=l
where K.. strength of the jth vortex filament--positive rotation taken
clockwisJe.
(A-3)
For a vortex outside the cylinder at z = zj,
az
vortex inside the cylinder -_, is denoted;
2 a z
i a (xj + iyj)
Z. = -- "j z. 2 2
j x. +yjJ
the position of the image
(A-4)
Therefore
2 2
ax. a y_i j i J
X° -- --j z z ' Yj z z
x.j + yj x.j + yj
(A-5)
The velocity of the m th vortex filament outside the circular cylinder is
given by
ld[ 1 dw,(,,}(u'iV)m= " _z wZ(z)- iKmlOg(Z-Zm) +--dz
n Kj n Kj n Kj
= E _ . i E zi+i E %mj=l z z z - j=lm j j=l m j
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2t+ U ° cos_ -_- -iU ° sina + _-_-- (A-6)
Zrn / a m
At this point, it is of some importance to clarify physical significance
of the last summation term, in Equation A-6.
This term,
n
i ---J
zj--1 m
included in Equation A-6 insures that total circulation within the fluid
region, and around the circle in particular, remains unchanged, as long as
rotationalit7 within the external flow remains constant. In the present
formulation, however, the concept of small discrete vortices is employed to
represent a constantly generated vorticity from the separating boundary
layer. In this framework, the addition of a discrete vortex to the external
flow, regarded as being generated from the cylinder, requires that an
opposite circulation be given to the cylinder in order to maintain the condi-
tion of zero total circulation about the entire fluid region. This is automa-
tically accomplished by the image vortex required within the cylinder. On
this basis, then, a third vortex at the center, represented by the term,
n K.
zj--1 m
is not required. In the case of multiple bodies in the flow, say, for example,
two separate cylinders, it would be necessary to identify from which body
the particular vortex was generated. The center vortex would then be
omitted from that body, but would be included on the other. If the vortex
pre-existed, as an initial condition of the flow, then both bodies must
contain the center vortex. In all cases, the condition of constant total
circulation is preserved.
Separating Equation A-6 into real and imaginary parta givel the
velocity components in non-dimensional form.
< O>m'= O a
j/m
Ym " Yi
)z(xm - x. + (Ym " yj)ZJ
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i
z z
J=l ° (Xm-Xl) +(Ym- Yl/
+1
Z Z
x Ym Z x Ymm m
(XZ +Y Xm+Yml
m
sin
n
Kj xm - xj )Z
.= (Xm= xj)Z + (ym = yij
j_m
(A-7)
(zm zz+ Ym)
i
n K. x -x.
3 m 3+ UK z
Z Z
ZXm - Ym Xm+ Y'm
- cos_+ 1 + sino (A-8)
Having an expression for the velocity field, the problem of nonsteady
vortex shedding about a circular cylinder may be approximated by a finite
difference technique. At a given time (t) the velocity of the mth vortex is
given by Equation A-6. The new coordinates of the mth vortex are then
found from the solution of the differential equations,
dx
m _ u .lx 1, x z .... x .... yn )dt m n Yl' Yz'
dY m
--=dt Vm (Xl, x z .... Xn, Yl' YZ' "''Yn )
or written as difference equations
x (t+ At) = x
m m
(t) + u (t) At (A-9)
m
Ym (t + At) = Ym (t) + Vm (t) At (A-10)
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This procedure applied to all vortex filaments outside the circular cylinder
results in a time history of their displacements. Once the velocity is known,
the pressure distributions and resultant forces may be found for each time
inc rement.
AI. 2. Finite Element Matrix Solution
The method of describing incompressible, inviscid fluid boundaries is
in terms of a vortex sheet or source distribution. The finite element matrix
methods is a numerical machination of this method in which the source or
vortex sheet distribution is approximated by a finite element representation
of their strengths. Various methods of representation can be used, the
simplest being a lumped parameter approach wherein all the strength over
an element is lumped at its midpoint. More sophisticated methods could
employ linear or higher order strength distributions over the element.
The approach given herein uses lumped parameters.
The Cartesian velocity components induced at a point, m, by a system
of vortices in uniform flow about a source-sink cylinder are given by
Equations A-7 and A-8. If the system of vortices covered by index, j, are
now required to represent a stationary body in this fluid, the Cartesian
velocity components at all midpoints, m, induced by the stationary vortices,
may be written in matrix form as
Ulm : [am j] {KI}
in which the primed quantities are nondimensional, and
a
mj
b
mj
Ym - Yj
(x x.)2 . yj)2- + (Ym =
m 3
- (x -x.)
m j
)2 Z
(Xm - x.j + (Ym = Yj)
+
2 2
Ix -xi.)+ Cym - y!)
m 3 3
i
X - X.
m
2 2
i i
(x m - x j) + (Ym = Yj)
(A-f1)
(A-IZ)
(A-13)
(A-14)
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The normal velocities, VN, induced by the stationary vortices at
points, m, according to the convention below are
Y
(VN) =. - U / cos 8 + V_sin e
m m m m
V
m
ement, m
Um _ x
(A-15)
In matrix form this becomes
VN m [ cOS0m+binsin0m] (A-16)
Since the totalnormal velocity must be zero, (VN) m must be equal to the
negative of the normal velocity induced by the free vortices and the source-
sink cylinder. Denoting this quantity by VIN (velocity inward normal),
Equation A-I6 becomes
IVNm} co80+bm ]Im A17
One additional equation is required to govern the total circulation
represented by the stationary vortices (condition of constant circulation).
This is accomplished by having an additional stationary vortex, K c, within
the body, say at the center. The magnitude of K c is such that
K + K. = -(KR) (A-18)
c j
where
the index, j, is summed over the stationary vortices (MR) is
the sum of all free vortices generated by the finite element body.
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Incorporating this equation into 4-17 the last term of I VINmlwill now
contain (-KR), the last term in __._Kjl will contain K c , and the matrix of
coefficients in Equation A-17 wil_ b_ expanded to include an additional row
of unit values, including the diagonal term, and an additional column of
coefficients,, for a vortex at center. Defining this final matrix of coefficients
by IVON 1 , velocity outward normal, Equation A-17 becomes
IVm !
Strengths of the stationary vortices are determined by the inverse of
Equation A- 19.
(A-19)
The matrix of coefficients, Amj is seen to depend only upon the
geometry of stationary vortices representing the body, hence needs to be
determined and inverted only once for a given body. In the finite scheme of
solution, the strengths of these stationary vortices
multiplicationof [Amj] -1 withthe instantaneous are s°lvedbymatrixvalues of /VINm} .
AII. MAIN PROGRAM (VSTV)
The VSTV program computes the vortex field around the vehicle and
tower as assembled on the launch pad. This field is defined by x and y
locations, u and v velocities and k, strengths, of the fixed and free vortices
as the field grows in time. Within the time loop, the subroutines presented
in Section AIII are called. The flow chart of the main program is presented
in Section AII. 1.
VSTV is a Fortran G program for the channelled IBM 360-40 and IBM
360-65 computing system. A peripheral system, SC 4020 Optical Plotter,
reads magnetic tape output and produces graphic data. The obvious appli-
cation of this combination is the rapid production of tabulated data and
labeled graphs which for this analysis is essential.
The input data allows control of the streamline computation and both
printed and graphic output data. Machine run time is dependent upon the
frequency of the requested output data relative to the growth of the field.
The block data are items which change infrequently and are itemized in
Section AII. Z. The input data are defined in Section AII. 3.1 and a sample
case set up in Section _. 3.2.
The program is terminated by either of two conditions controlled by
input variables DNC, desired number of cells in field, or TFIN, final time,
Both tests call subroutine KIKTV which writes terminating case data on
A-9
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All. 1 VSTV Functional Flow Chart
CPSI BLOCK DATA )
©l ,.,z,,o,N,,,A,,Z,I
@1 ,_o._0W,,T,,,ow.No0.,.I
Q I,N,,,AL,,E,_ANDM"CELLANEOUSOAT"I
Q tCO"U"TOWERVORTICE'*NDM' PO'N'SI
® [ ,ow,,,,,0,o,N,,N,,,.tco_o ,,oN,I
_t
J COMPUTE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS J
[uM,VM,VON (ouI"WARD NORMAL VELOCJTIES)J
[ CO,,_uTE(,_ARD JVIN NORMAL VELOCITY)
(31 ,s,_ovoN,NV.SEI
_ CALL _T_Y X
Q< COIVIFUTE KVEC/
J _,TEMO'T'CELL'N'T'_CO_D'T'ONI
, _
BINARY MULTICELL CALC U&V
INITIAL CONDITION TOw_ROvR ORT
QI O,,PHTOWERDAT*I
®l o_--vo,,,c-t
(,_) I O_'HVE_'C'E'OS'T'ON't"----
I
CALL NUCTV
INTRODUCE
NEW CELLS ®
CALL VELTV x I " x I + ui 4T
CALCULATE
VELOCITIES yi " Yl ÷ vi _T
CALL pAPI_
pRINT & PLOT
FIELD DATA
GT
@ [ CALCULATE STREAMLINE GEOMETRY I
½
_1 °-.,,REAMLINESI
QI '_'EMENTT'_VA_UE'I
®
TIME LOOP WRITE TAPE I0
NEXT CASE
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Fortran logical tape I0, calls PAPTV for last computed output. The main
program then returns to a read statement for next case input data which is
the normal exit.
All. 2 Block Data
The block data, CPSI, sets up the labels for the streamline graphs in
BCD, the distribution of the y values for the field potential calculation as
YSIP, and the SC 4020 character symbols for the streamline graphs, KSYM.
The YSIP would vary if the graph margins are changed. The program is
limited to 24 streamlines, the characters O and X being omitted.
All. 3 Input Data
All. 3. 1 Data Definition
The input data consist of two standard Fortran G namelist arrays,
FL¢W and DATA. The FLOW data control the logical decisions throughout
the program and consist of two items:
BINARY = F for the TIME = 0.0 case
= T for the restart case (Tape 10 data read)
ROTOW = F for the tower positioned upstream from the vehicle
= T for the tower rotated around vehicle center.
The program sets both values to false; hence, only true values need to be
included in input data. However, the namelist cards FL(_W and END must
be in data set when both false.
The DATA namelist array is defined as follows:
TIME : 0.0 for BINARY = False case
Omit for BINARY = T case (TIME input from Tape 10)
DELTC Incremental time of new vortices
C ONKC Constant to compute delta time (DELTA = CONKC *
DELTC)
DELTP Time increment to print and graph data
TFIN Time to terminate run
A-II
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DELSL
DNC
R_T
TFAC
TFP1
TFPZ
XUL
YUL
NXR
NYR
XREC
YREC
NPHAF
UTOP
C ONS T
Time increment to compute streamlines
Total number of vortices to be calculated (run terminates
on either DNC or TFIN)
Angle of tower rotation (deg)
Factor to generate tower feed points
First tower feed point equal to position number
(see sketch)
Second tower feed point equal to position number
(see sketch)
<D ®
/
f-
TFAC
New vortex
position
Tower position (x upper left)
Tower position (y upper left)
Number of tower points (x side)
Number of tower points (y side)
Length of tower x side
Length of y side (vehicle radius = unity)
Number of points on semi-cylinder
Maximum velocity to pressure calculation test
Vehicle feed point height
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XXL
XR
YB
YT
CASENO
XINIT
XINC
NXS
NYS
Graph left margin
Graph right margin
Graph bottom margin
Graph top margin
Case number in form XXXX. XX (date)
Streamline initial X location
Strean_line delta X
Streamline number of X values
Streamline number of Y values
AII. 3.2 Sample Case
The input data and namelist FLOW and DATA arrays for the simple
case follow.
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AII. 4 VSTV Listing, Main Program, Memory Map
E-LEVEL LINKAGE ECITOE OPTION. ( .cPECIFIEO YAP,LI_Cl
****MEMBER DUES NOT EXIST BUT HA 'c BEEN ADDED 1C DATA SET
CONI FOL SECT IUN
hAM£ ORIGIN L ENGTI-
VSTV# CO 326:,
$ EL JNKCOM 33/"8 3E_C
CFLOW 68C8
C I_ IT 68C0 AC
CT IMES 6C80 38
CCEA 6CB8 FYC
CIF 7C38 2C
CPSI 7C58 285_
CTCW A780 D3_.C
CCYL 17AEO IC=_
CRCT 18838 32C
_UCTV# 18E¢.8 I'.6E
SCGUTVt * IA3CO 2AE
K IKTV# IA06@ 3_'C
P_TMF¥t 1A988 224
VELI"V# IACBO 62_
FJFTV# 182C8 _. PC
TLCOK 1# 18858 6"/C
t-CU R# IBCr.8 244
SVPCET * IBF20 CE
SCBU FV IBFE8 84
I_I_CAWAA * IC070 _4D
CT_PEV * IC8C0 4
IFCFCOMfl* IC8C8 FED
II_CTl_Cl- * IC8C8 27E
IFCNAM EL* IDB60 EA_
CCSC# * IE388 lea
Jl JN£# * |E658 IIE
ll_Cl FERm IE7E8 CE
IS IM E{]II * IE8A8 E44
C-I_IC IV# * IFOFO BC_
JPFNI"V# * IFBF8 21C
I_I-CAW AP * IFEO8 EE
_IPLOTV# * IFEFO 3F4
I_XV# * 20288 384
LJELV# * 206A0 _.AA
IFCSSQRT* 20C5G AC
_CDULE _aP
ENIR_
EAPE LCCAT1 C_ NAME LCCAT |CN NAME
%S1& O0
NLCT& 18E58
$COL, 1_ 1A430 SCRTV lA54C
KIKT% 1A668
MA TMP_ 1 A988
%ELlt IAC_O
PAPT_v 187DR
1tOfIKl 18858
HO LR l P,CD8
FRANE% IC070 RESETV ICOP/_ CAHR AV
IBCOlVg 1C8C8 FDICCSJ IC984
F RDNL 11 10840 F WRI_LII I EOE8
COSO IE428 SINO IESlC
ATAND IE668
ISERH# IE?O8
I SINEQ IEq2R IDET RN XEee4
GRIDI% IFIEO
APRNI_ IFCZR
PRINT_ IFE08
APLGI_ IFF60
NX% 20328 lXV 204_P NYV
LAfiL_v 20760
LOCATI3N
1C?08
2O 40C
NA.E
[ YV
20558
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I_AME ORIGIN L ENGTI"
IkCSLOG * 20C00 ICC
It.CFMJXR* 20E10 £_
I_ECAMCE * 20EEO BC
I_I"C AM EO * 20F90 ILA£
FI'C_ EP * 21438 14E
I_l-C,_ EN * 21580 2_4
I_l"C,_ ,Q( * 217EE 13C
11-C FCV TF,_ 21908 FF, _
EI'-CAM ER * 22%00 3SE
|FCI) _T EL* 22C58 2¢E
II'-CU CPTI_ 22660 E
|l"(S 5CN * 22F68 IC4
I_t-(aMCC . 22F70 _C
|I-CS JT N2,* 22FC0 l£O
II.,C FOV ER* 23130 5C
Iq., CJUd,tO * 23180 CI_
Lliq.RVat * 23248 e 1_
XSCJLLV# * 23A60 3£C
I_1-C,q_ ,tU * 230C0 _;C
kCl_l. NVll * 23650 5De
ER PL NVII * 24420 3_E
EII FNLVIt * 2aITB8 3_.
ell/l"EVII * 24AE8 1_;
FILCT V4 * 24£50 14£
kt'CAt4 BN * 24098 2E
YMCCV8 * 2413C8 FA
XMCOV# * 24EC8 FA
kl-CA_ FC * 24FC8 11£
eNeccv8 • 250E0 ._T;
II"CF IOSW 25458 CF;
VX aXVI * 26150 2_;4
|t-CFRXP l* 263E8 q;4
EMMRKV8 .4' 26480 124
EkqlW ACORESS CO
T CI" JL LENGTH 2£5A4
KAPE LCC4T113N kAPE LI'CAT ICN NMqE LOCAT ttSN NAME
£CR T 20C50
&LOGIC 20000 ALCG 2CCI(
MA_! 20E10 MINI 20 E?(_ M4AXI 20E_C AlaIN 1
2(152
CLOCK 20EEO
C4C2 CV 20FqO T4020V 20FER P40 20V 210TC A 4.020V
V4C2C_ 21104 21130
TR&NSV 21438 TRANSC 21480
_4C2 CI_ 21580 EkOl OV 21634
CLTR_ 21708 CUTIV 2184,f,
ADCON4 21908 FCVZ(" 2lAfi4 FCVAO 21AFA FCVIO
FC %10 21EqO FCVEC 2233_. FCV CC_ 22_?F. 2.].B82
F|OC $II 22900
IHCL_P1 22660
COS 22668 SIN 22684
ARGO 22F70
ALAN2 22FC0 ATAN 22FCA
O_ERF L 23130
-_CERR V 23180 SCERV 231,46
LINRV 23320
1: .cC.AL I_ 23AAO YSCALV 23eFP
$1CPI_ 23DC0
NONLK_ 23F00
ERRLN_ 24490
ERRI_L_ 24810
BRI TEIe 24R08 FA| NTV 24EE4
PLOTV 24C68
HOLL% 24098
_tMOO % 24000
S_ODb 24EDO
INSERT 24FC8
BNBCO_ 25150
FIOC _.; 25458
_)_A _ 26180 VYAXV 262F0
FR)P| 8 263E0
ERt_RK_ 264A0
S ERR IE:V 23106
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AII. 5
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
VSTV Listing, Main Program
MAIN PROGRAM - VORTFX STUDY TDWER AND VEHICLE
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL,SPACE DIV. 190-2DO J.E.DAVIS X[230
PROGRAM EXITS ON READ FUR NEXT CASE
FLOW DEFINITION
BINARY TRUE FOR CASE TO READ BINARY INPUT
FALSE FOR INITIALIZING NEW CASE
RDTNW TRUE FOR TOWER ROTATION CASE
FALSk FOR TOWER DOWNSTREAM nF VEHICLE
DATA DEFINITION
TIME
OELTC
CONKC
nELTP
TFIN
9ELSL
ONE
ROT
TFAC
TFP[
TFP2
NPH&F
UTOP
CONST
XXL
XR
YB
VT
CA_FNO
XUL
YUL
NXR
NYR
XREC
YREC
XI_IT
XINC
NXS
NYS
NA_
XAN
Y_N
TIME = O.0 FOR NEW CASE
INCREMENTAL TIME OF NEW VORTEX
CDNSIANT TO CDMPUTE OELTA TIME
IDELT = CONKC * DELTC|
TIME INCREMENT TO GRAPH AND PRINT DATA
TIMF TO TFRMINATE RUN
TIME INCREMENT TTI COMPUTE STREAMLINES
TOTAL NUMBER OF VORTICES TO BE CALCULATEO
(RUN TERMIN_TFS UN EITHER DNC OR TFIN)
A_GLEII)EG) OF TOWER ROTATION
FACT[_R TO GENERATE TOWER FEEU POINTS
TOWE_ FEED POINT IUPPER LEFT)
TqWFR FFEO POINT IUPPER RIGHT)
•qUMBFR CF POINTS ON SE_I CYLINDER
MAXIMUM VELOCITY FUR TEST
VFHICLE FEED POINT HEIGHT
_RAPH LEFT _ARGIN
GRAPH RIGHT MARGIN
GR_Ptt BOTTOM MARGIN
GRAPH TOP MARGIN
CASF NUMBER IN FORM XXXX.XX (DATE)
TOWER POSITION - X UPPER LEFT
TnWER PqSITION - Y UPPER LEFT
NUMBER _F TOWER POINTS IX SIDE)
NIJMBFR OF TOWFR POINTS (Y SIDE)
LFNGHT nF TOWER X SIDE
LENGHT (IF TOWER Y SIDE
IVEI41CLE RADIALS - U_ITY)
STREAMLINE I_ITIAL X LOCATION
STREAMLINE DELTA X
STREAMLINE NUMBER (]F X VALUES
STREAMLINE NUMRF_ OF Y VALUES
NIIMBkR qF ANEMOMETER I1ATA POIr_TS
x ANEMDMETER LOCATION
Y ANEMOMETER LOCATION
INTEGER .4 IA{50)
INTEGER DNC,TFPI,TFP2
LOGICAL BINARY,RnTRW
REAL KVEC,KSUM
DOUBLE PRECISION VDNOISUt_UI,DUNITISO,50|tOFSC(ZII_ETtSCALE
* ,VINO(50I
COMMON
cnNMDN
COMMON
NN, NTt'IEXt BI4OD,9) ,NEXItNEX2,NBEGIPI4
ICFLOWIBINARYtROTOW
/CINIT/XTFI4ItYTFI4), XCIIOI,YCILOI,TFPItTFP2
t_HAVIYHAV,GA_ tVHIf4|tSI_PI_)ICDSPI4)
VSTVDOIO
VSTVOO2D
VSTVOO3D
VSTVOO_O
VSTVO050
VSTVO06O
VSTVOD70
VSTVOO80
VSTVOOgU
VSTVO[OO
VSTVOILO
VSTVOIZU
VSTVOl_O
VSTVOI40
VSTVO[50
VSTVD[60
VSTVOITO
VSTVO[@O
VSTVOLgO
VSTVOZDO
VSTV02IO
VSTVO?20
VSTV0230
VSTVO24U
VSTV0750
VSIV0260
VSTVO2TO
VSTV0280
VSTV0290
VSTV03OO
VSTVO_IO
VSTVD320
VSTV0330
VSTVO340
VSTVO350
VSTV03_O
VSTVO370
VSTVO3BO
VSTVO_90
VSTVO4OU
VSTVO4LU
VSTV0420
VSTV0430
VSTVO440
VSTVD450
VSTV0460
VSTVO4TO
VSTVO480
VSTVO490
VSTVO500
VSTVO5tO
VSTVD520
VSTVOb30
VSTVO_40
VSTVO550
VSTVO560
VSTVOS70
VSTVDSBO
VSTVO590
VSTV0600
VSTVD6IO
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C
C
C
¢
COMMON
* trPOtTCOtTSOtACCSLtOELSL
COMMON ICGRAI DXGRAtOYGRAINGRAtMGRAtLABXeLABY
* tXXLtXRtYStYT
* tXL( 200 It XtJ( ?00 )t YL( Z00 It YU( 200 )
* ,CX(4S),CYU(65),CYL(65)tCXN(65),CASENO
CO_MON/CIPI _XRtXRECt NYKtYREC ,_XStNYS tXULtYUL
COMMON/CPS[/KSYN(24)tflCD(24)tXS(|OO)eYS(?bt|OO|tYSIP(26)
/CrlNES/TIMEtOFLTtUELTCtOELTP,ACCDTtACCPTtTFINyDNCICONKCVSTVO6?O
COMMON/OBL/ VOND,OUNIT,DFSCyViND
COMMON/CTOW/
* XM( _O|y YN( 50), PAR(?|y YAR(?)y KOUNT(26|
* ,PSII26, IOOIy YSI! (tOO), XSIIIIOOIyNNARY(30)
* ,SrH(IO0), CTH(|O0), VIN(SO)yVINCK(50)
* ,U_( hot _0), VMI SOy SO)
* ,VON( SOt 50)t UNIT( boy 50)
* ylDUMAf?IIy|FPXI2ItTFPYI_)tTFRADt_TFRAD?
* ,KVEC(SO), XV(50), YV(SO) yTHSIDE(50)
COMMON/CCYL/ gCPRES(|O_)yYCPRESItOS)yNPCIRelJIOPyCONST
* tUCYL(IO_ItVCYL(iOSItSINCYL(IO_IeTANVEL(IO_)
* _UABS(IO_ItlNDX(IOSIy INDXFP(3)
* ,UFP(SO),VFP(_OI, U_O_M(_OItVNOR_(_O)
CnMMON/CROT/ RKV(_OI, RYV(5OIt RXM(_OIy RYM(50I
CnMMON/ANEM/_ANt_OTtXAN(IOI,YANIIOIyRXA_(|O)t_YANIIO)t
* ANRAD(IOIeAZAN(tO),tlANIIOItVANIIOI,SPEED(|O|yAZSH(|O)
DIMENSION [THI4OO_IIt X|4OOyIIy
* YI4OOyllt Ul4OOtllt
V(400_l)_ AUKI4OOtlly
, ARAD(4OOyII
(BII,IIIITH(IylI),
(_II,_),Y(I,II),
(B(l,Sl,V(itil),
(B(I,7),ARAD(ItI))
(BIIt?IyXIIp|Ily
(BII,6IyUIIy|)),
(BII,bIyAUK(ly|))y
EQUIVALENCE
NAMELIST /FLOWIBIN_YtROTnW
IIMEtlIELTCwC_NKCtOFLTPyTflNtDELSLyONC
tRO[t TFACtTFP|_TFP?t NPHAF_U_OPyCONS[
tXXLtX_tYB_YTtCASEN_
_NXRtXREC, NYReYRFCt XULtYUL
tKl_lTtXl_Cy _XStNYS
tNANtXAN_Y_N
NAMELISTIDATAI
CALL SCOUTV
CALL CAMRAV(gl
TPO : .O0000l
TCU = .OOOOO|
TSO : .O0000l
Pi6 ffi 6. * 3.161_9
DXGKA = 2.0
DYGRA = 2.0
NGRA ffi -!
MGRA = -1
LABX = -I
LABY • -1
DO _ I" ItSO
XNll) • O,O
YM(II • 0,0
VSTV0630
VSTV0660
VSTV06SO
VSTV0660
VSTV0670
VSTV0680
VSTV0690
VSTVO700
VSTV07|O
VSTV0720
VSTVOT30
VSTVO/_O
VSTVO?SO
VSTVO760
VSTVO?70
VSTV0780
VSTVO?90
VSTVO800
VSTV06|O
VSTVOeZO
VSTV0830
VSTV0840
VSTV08SO
VSTV0860
VSTVOSTO
VSTV0880
VSTVO8gO
VSTV090O
VSTVO9|O
VSTV09_O
VSTVOg30
VSTVO9_O
VSTVOgSO
VSTVO960
VSTV0970
VSTV0980
VSTVO990
VSTV|OOU
VSTV|OIO
VSTV|OZO
VSTV|O$O
VSTVt040
VSTVIOSU
VSTVI060
VSTV|O?O
VSTVI080
VSTV|OgO
VSTVI|OO
VSTVI_IO
VSTV||ZO
VSIV|I)O
VSTV||_O
VSTVIISO
VSTV||60
VSTV||?O
VSTV||80
VSTVltqO
VSTVI_O0
VSTVII|O
VSTVI||O
VStVl|lO
VITVll40
VITVl|IO
A-I?
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XV(1) = 0.0
YV(1) = O.O
RXV(II = O.O
RYV(1) = 0.0
RXM(1) • O.O
RYM(1) = O.U
KVEC(I) • 0.0
VIN(1) = O.U
VIND(I I = 0.0 DO
UFPII) = O.O
VFP(I) - 0.0
UNORM(I) - 0.0
VNORM(I) = 0.0
IAII) = 0
DO 2 J = 1,50
[#M(ItJl=O.O
VN(I,J)=O.O
VONII,J)=O.O
VOND(ItJ) = 0.0 D(}
CONTINUE
DO 3 I = 1,105
KCPRES(I) = 0.0
YCPRES(II = 0.0
UCYLtI| = 0.0
VCYLII) = 0.0
SINCYLII) = 0.0
TANVEL(I) = 0°0
UARSII) = 0.0
INDX(I) = 0.0
CONTINUE
DO 4 I=I,100
ITH(I,I)=O.O
XSll) • 0.0
YSII(1) = 0.0
XSII(I) • 0.0
STHII) = 0.0
CTHIII = 0.0
OO 4 J•Im26
PSl(JtI) = 0.0
YS(J,I) = 0.0
CONTINUE
DO 6 J=l,9
O0 6 1=!,400
B([,J) • 0.0
BINARY = .FALSE.
ROTOW = .FALSE.
ROT • 0.0
I0 READIS,FLUW)
READIS,DAIA)
WRITE(AtIIICASENn
|| FORMAT ([Htt42X
• 21HVIlRTEX
WRITE (6,17)
[2 FORMAT (IHO_
WRITE (_t?OI
WRITE(6_21)
WRITE (6,22|
?AHVEHICLE - TOWE_ ANALYSISIIH ,43X,
SHEDDING MODEL 61tM ,_SXSHCASE ,FIO.2|
BINARY,ROTOW
26X_ *BINARY ° L_t 34X_ eROTOW t LS ,/)
TIMEtDELTCtCONKCt_ELTPtTFIN,DELSL,nNC,
RDT,TFACtTFPI,'rFP?tXULtYUL,NXRI_RECtNYR,YRECt
NPHAF_IJrOPeCO'4STt
CASFNOm XXLpX_,YBeYT
YINITtXINCtNXSINYS
NAN_IXANKIItYAN(I)t I = ItNAN)
A-18
VSTVt260
VSTVI270
VSTVI280
VSTVI290
VSTVI300
VSTVt3tO
VSTVI320
VSTVI330
VSTV1340
VSTVI350
VSTV)360
VSTVI370
VSTVI3BO
VSTVI390
VSTVI400
VSTVt4tO
VSTVI420
VSTVI430
VSTVI660
VSTVI650
VSTVI460
VSTVI¢70
VSTVI480
VSTV1490
VSTVISO0
VSTVISIO
VSTVI520
VSTVI530
VSTVI5_O
VSTVIiSU
VSIVI560
VSTVI570
VSTVIS80
VSTVI590
VSTVI600
VSTVI6IO
VSTVI620
VSTVI6)O
VSTV1640
VSTVI650
VSTVI660
VSTV|670
VSTVIABO
VSTVI690
VSTV[700
VSTVI710
VSTVI720
VSTVI73U
VSTVI740
VSTVI750
VSTVITAO
VSTVI770
VSTVIT80
VSTVI/90
VSTVIHO0
VSTVI8IO
VSTVIBZO
VSTV[830
VSTVIBAO
VSTVI850
VSTVt860
V_TVIBTO
VSTVIBBO
VSTVI890
VSTVI900
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20 FQRMAT (|H • 24Xe
* ]SXt
* 35Xt
* 35Xt
* 35Xt
* 25_t
* 15X,
* _SXt
* 35Xt
* 35Xt
* _,5Xt
* 25Xt
* 3_X,
* 3_Xt
* 25Xt
* 35X_
* 35X,
* 35Xt
21 FnKMAT(LH t 24Xo
* 35X,
* 35X,
22 FQRt4AT ([H , 24X,
* 35X,
* 35Xo
WRITE (6tSl)
St FORmAt (LHL)
'TIME DATA ° /
OTIME o FIO.], 20X,°DELTC ° FLO.3 /
oCONKC' FLO.3o 20Xe°DELTP ° FLOo3 /
'[FZN o F10.3, 2OX,°DELSL * F10.3 I
'DNC * 110 I
OT_WER DATA°/
'AnT o FLO.3, 20X,tTFAC ' FIn.3 /
°fFPL ' 110 , 20Xo'TFP2 o lLOl
°XUL ' FLO.3, 20Xt*YUL • FIOo3 /
'NX_ ' llO , ZOX,*XREC o FLO.3 I
'NYR ' 110 , 20XtoyREC o F[0.3 I
oVEHICLE UATA°I
'_PHAF' ItO , 20XooUTOP o F10.3 /
iC(1N$T e FIO.3/
OGRAPH 0&TAI/
'CASF_° F 9o3, _OX I
'XXL o FLO.3, 20X,oXR ' FLO.3 /
'Y6 o FIO.3, 20X,OYT o F10.3 )
oSTREAMLI_E DATA°/
°XIr_IT' FIO.3, 2OX,'XINC ' FIO.3 I
o_gS . IlO . ?OXo'NYS o 110)
'A_EMOWETER _ATA'/
'NAN o !101
'XA_ o [Sgt
INITIALIZE
30 DELT= CONKC*DELTC
ACCDT=TCO ÷ DELT
ACCPT=TPO +DCLT
ACCSL = T50 * OELT
NT= 2*NXK +2*NYR
NEX = NT+I
NREG = NT + 2
NEXI = NEX _i
NEX2 = NEX •Z
NN = NT • t
DO 40 [ = LtNXR
THSIDE([) = qO.
THSIOE(NXK • I) = 180.
THS[OE(NXR • NYK • l) : 7TO.
THSIOEI2eNXK • NYR • I) = O.
40 CONTINUE
STREAMLINE GEOMETRY
XS(L)= XlNIT
DO 42 l = 7,_XS
42 XSll)= XSII-I)•XINC
DO 44 J=I.NX5
Dn 44 I=I.NYS
44 YS(I.J)= YSIP(I)
VORTICES ON TOWE_
IF(BINARY)GO TO 400
SO XVlI)- XUL
VV(lla YUL
_XRP - NXR÷I
00 _2 I= 2,_XRP
VSTVI910
VSTVIq20
VSTVI930
VSTVI940
VSTVI9SU
VSTV1960
VSTVlg?O
VSTVI98U
VSTVLQ90
vsrv2ooo
VSTV2010
VSTV2020
VSTV2030
VSTV2040
VSTV20SO
VSTV2060
VSTV?O?O
VSTV2080
VSTV2OqO
VSTV2LO0
VSTV21|O
VSTV2120
VSTV2130
VSTV2|4O
'VAN'/ (3Og,FIO.2,LOX,FI0.2))VSTV2150
VSTV?|60
VSTV2|70
VSTVPI80
VSTVPI90
VSTV2?O0
VSTV22tO
VSTV2220
VSTV2230
VSTV2260
VSTV2250
VSTV?260
VSTV2270
VSTV2280
VSTV2290
VSTV2300
VSTV23LO
VSTV2320
VSTV2330
VSTV?_40
VSTV?3SO
VSTV?)60
VSTV_$TO
VSTV2)80
VSTV2)qO
VSTV2400
VSTV24|O
VStVP420
VSTV2430
VSTV2440
VSTV24$O
VSTV2460
VSTV2470
VSTV2480
VSTV?4qO
VSTV2SO0
VSTV_S|O
VSTV_SZO
VSTVES30
A-19
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XVlil = XVlll + XREC * SINU( 90, * (l-ll /NXR) .12
52 VV(I)- YUL
NYRP = NYR tI
DO 54 l= 2_NYRP
Nm NAR+!
XVlNJs XUL ÷ XREC
56 YV(N) = YUL - YREC * $INO190. • II-l) INYR) *.2
DO 5b I=I,NXR
Mm NXR +NYRt|
XV(M) = AV(NXR÷2-I)
5b VV(M) - YUL-YREC
DO 58 I=ItNYR
Jm NXR*2 *NYR*i
XV(J) = XUL
58 YV(J) m YV(NXRtZ÷NYk-()
XV(NI+I)-XVIt)
YV(NTtl)aYV(I)
O0 64 laItNT
XM(II=IXV(I)÷ XV(I+I))/2.
66 YMIiI=IYV(I)* YV(I*I))/2.
VORTICES AT TOWER CENTER
XVINEXI • XUL + XRECI?O.
YV(NEXI • YUL - YRFC/4.
IF(YVINEA) .L¢. o0001 ._NDo YVINEX) .GT. -o000|) YVINEX) • 0,O
IYMID = I + NYRI2
IYM2 • NXR + IVMln
IVH4 - ?*NXR • NYR +|V_lO
YM(IYM2) = 0.0
YM(|YM;I " 0,0
70 XHAV • XREC/?,
YHAV • YREC/_.
TXHAV " TFAC * XHAV
TYHAV • rFAC • YHAV
CENX • XUL ÷ XHAV
CENY • YUL - YHAV
XTF([I • CF_X
YTF(I) = CENY
XTF(2) - CENX
YTF(2) • CENY
XTFI3) = CENX
YTF(]) = CENY
XTF(6) • CENX
YTF(6) • CFNY
- TXHAV
÷ TYH&V
+ TXH&V
t TYH_V
TXHAV
- TYH_V
- TXHAV
TYH6V
XVINEXl) -XrFI[FPII
YVINEXtl =YTF(TFP[)
XVINEX_) -XTF(TFP2I
YV(NEX_) =YTF(TFP2)
GAN • AT&NOIYH&VtXMAVI
PHI(I) " ROt + GAN
PHI(2I • Rnt - GAM + 180.
PHI(I) • RnT + GAM + 180.
PHI(4) • Rrlr - GAM
TOWER FEEO POINT INITIAL CELLS
VSTV2540
VSTV2550
VSTV2560
VSTV2570
VSTV2580
VSTV2590
VSTV2600
VSTV2610
VSTV2620
VSTVZ630
VSTV26_O
VSTV2650
VSTV2660
VSTV2670
VSTV2680
VSTV2690
VS'TV270U
VSTV2llO
VSTV2720
VSTV2730
VSTV2740
VSTV2750
VSTV2760
VSTV2770
VSTV2780
VSTV_T90
VSTV2BO0
VSTV281O
VSTV2820
VSTV2830
VSTV2840
VSTV285U
VSTV?860
VSTV2870
VSIV2880
VSTV2Bgo
VSTV2_O0
VSTV_g[O
VSTV29_O
VSTV2930
VSTV2960
VSTVZ950
VSTV2960
VSTV297U
VSTV2980
VSTV2990
VSTV3000
VSTV3OI0
VSTV302U
VSTV]030
VSTV3040
VSTV3050
VSTV3060
VSTV3OTO
VSTV3080
VSTV3090
VSTV_L00
VSTV31tO
VSTV3[20
VSTV3L30
VSTV3t_O
VSTV3150
A-Z0
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OO 72 I = It4
SINPlI) " SINOIPHIIII)
72 C_SP(II = COSDIPHII[)I
IF I.NOT. ROTOM) GO TO 80
ROTATION OF TOMER VORTICES IINCLUDING CENTER AND IoC.)
76 NN2 = _N • 2
$1 = SINDIRnT)
CS m COSD(RnT)
OO T5 [ = I,N_2'
RXV(I) =XVl[) * CS + YV(I) * 51
RYV(1) =-XVlI) v S[ + YV(I) I C$
RXMII) - XM(I) * CS * YMII) * 51
RYMII) = -XMII) + Sl • YMII) • CS
|MIll - _XMII)
YM(|) = RYMII)
Xllt[) + RXVI[I
Yllt[) = RYV(1)
7_ CONTINUE
00 T8 I m LoNAN
RXANII) = XANII) • CS • Y&NII) • SI
RYAN(1) s - XAN(I) • $1 • YANII) • CS
XANII) - KXAN([)
YA_(I) = RYANIi)
T8 CONTINUE
GO TO U6
80 CflNTINUE
On 82 I= t,_N
X(l,|) " |VIII
82 YIItI) " YVII)
8h TFPX(I) " XI%EXl,I)
TFPYI|) = Y(NEXI,[)
TFPX(2) m Xl_EX2tl)
TFPY(7) = YINEX2,1)
TFRAD| = TFPK(t)••? • TFPY(|)*_2
TFRAD7 s TFP_(Z)••2 • TFPYI2)tt2
NTM - NT - t
00 _0 I = I, NTM
OENNM - SORTIIXII+I,L)-X(I ,t))*•2 * (YII*ItII-Y(! ,|11.121
CTH (I) = (YII+I,L) - Ylltll ) I OF;1flM
90 STH Ill = (XII+t,I)-XII,iI)I DFNO"
OENO = SORT I(Xlltl) - XINTtI))••2 • (Yi|t[) - YINT,|))ll2)
CTH(NT) = (Y(I,I) - Y(_T,I)) / DENO
STItINT) = (_ltot) - X(NTt|I)/ DENO
00 100 [=I,NT
00 tO0 Js[tNEX
OENOM " (XlJ,[) -XMII))*•2 • (YlJ,l) - YMIIIIel2
OE_ - XlJel)•_? • Y(J,I)••2
XIM - X(J,I) /DEN
YIM - YIJ,|) /O_N
DE_O - (|IN - XM(i))$•? • (YIV - YM(I))el2
UM(|tJ)--(Y(Jt|) -YM(I)) /_ENOM • (Y|M - YM(I))/0ENO
VM(I,J)-IXIJtI) -XM(lll IOENOM - (XIM - XMI|I)IDENfl
VONll,Jl- -UMII,JIeCTHII) • VMIItJ)ISTH(I)
100 CONTINUE
DO L02 J • L_NEX
|02 VONINEXtJ) • L.0
A-21
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VSTV3|60
VSTV3|70
VSTV3|80
VSTVtlgO
VSTV3200
VSTV3210
VSTV3220
VSTV3230
VSTV3240
VSTV3250
VSTV3260
VSTV3270
VSTV3280
VSTV3290
VSTV3300
VSTV3310
VSTV3320
VSTV3330
VSTV3340
VSTV3350
VSTV3360
VSTV3370
VSTV1380
VSTV)390
VSTV3400
VSTV34LO
VSTV)420
VSTV3630
VSTV3440
VSTV3450
VSYVt460
VSTV3470
VSTV_480
VSTV3690
VSYV3SO0
VSrV3S|O
VSTV3S?O
VSTV3S30
VSTV)$40
VSTV]SSO
VSTV3560
VSTV3S70
VSTV3$80
VSTV3SqO
VSTV3600
VSTV36|O
VSTV3620
VST¥3630
VSTV$640
VSTV36SQ
VSTV3660
VSTV3670
VSTV368U
VSTV1690
VSTV3?O0.
VSTVI?tO
VSTV37ZO
VSTV3T30
VSTV3?40
VSTV3?SO
VSTV3160
VSTV3770
VSYV3100
VSTV$TqO
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DO tO3 ! " t,NT
ADEN = (XM(I)**Z + YM|I)**2) *'2
UINT = I. - (XM(I)*_2 -YM(I)*_2) / ADEN
VINT m -2- * XM(I) * YM(I) /A_EN
VINII) " UINT * C_SD(TflSIDE(I) _ROT)
• -VINT * SINO(THSIDEll) + ROT)
103 CONTINUE
VIN(NEX) = 0.0
00 I04 J = I,NEX
DO 104 I " I,NEX
104 VO_D(|_J) = VON(I,J)
GAUSS-JORDAN REDUCTION
00 I05 J= ItNEX
DO 105 ! z I.NEX
DUNITIItJ]s 0.0 DO
IF! ! .EO* J) nUNITIltJ) = l*O DO
|05 CONTINUE
IMAX • 50
SCALE = 1.0 O0
MDET " ISIMDP( IM_X, NEX,NEXt
IF(MOET .EO. l) Gn TO [OR
IF (MDET ,EQ. 3) GO TO I]O
WRITE (6oi06) MOET
106 FORMATIIH-, 'MOET IS ' , I41
VONDt DUNITI SCALE,IA)
108 WRITE(6.[IO)
110 FORMAT(IH-,SX,'SUCCESSFUL SOLUTION',//)
GO TO I60
130 WRITE(6,1_O)
140 FORMAT (IH-.|OX,'SIN5ULAR OK ILL-CnNnlTIONED Vf]N MATRIX' ,II )
160 CONTINUE
DO 16I J • I.NEX
DO [61 ! = ltNEX
161VDNII,J) • VOND(I,J)
CALL MATMPY(VONt VlNt KVEC. NEXeNEXele%O,fiOe|)
DO [63 1 • t,NEX
163 AUKIItI) • KVECII)
WRITEI6,ZIO)TIMEtNN
?lO FORMAT (|HI, fOX, 6HTIME • , F10.6, I4X
• 2/HMULTICELL INITIAL CnNDITIONI_,2X, 8HVnRTICES)
WRITE(6,5000)
WRITE l_,SnlO) II *XII.T),YII,|)tAUKII,|It I=L.NN)
?20 FORMAT (II?,JEI2.O)
GO TO 500
400 READ(IOINN.NT_NEX, IlRlltd). I-I,NNI.J=|,7)
Q .IIVONII.J). I'[.NEX). J'|.NEX)t CSNO
• tTIMEtTFPXtTFPYtTFR&DL.TF_AO_
WRITE(6t41OICSN_tNN
VSTV3800
VSTV3810
VSTV3820
VSTV3830
VSTV3840
VSTV_850
VSTV3860
VSTV3870
VSTV38_O
VSTV3890
vsrv19oo
VSTV3910
VSTV3g20
VSTV_930
VSTV3940
VSTV3qS0
VSTV3960
VSTV3qTO
VSTV3980
VSTV3990
VSTV4000
VSTV4010
VSTV4020
VSTV4030
VSTV4040
VSTV4050
VSTV4ObO
VSTV4070
VSTV4080
VSTV_090
VSTV4|O0
VSTV4IIO
VSTV4L20
VSTV4130
VSTV4140
VSTV4150
VSTV4160
vsrv4iTO
VSTV4180
VSTV4IqO
VSTV4200
VSTV4210
VSTV4220
VSTV4230
VSTV47_O
VSTV4250
VSTV4260
VSTV4270
VSTV_280
VSTV42qo
VSTV4_O0
VSTV_3IO
VSTV4320
VSTV_330
VSTV4340
VSTV4350
VSTV4360
VSTV4370
VSTV438U
VSTV6390
VSTV4_O0
VSTV4_IO
VSTV_20
A-22
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610 FflRMAT liH|tZSX,4OHBINARY MULTICELL INITIAL CONDITION ICASE F|O.StVSTV4430
4HI ,[3,2XeBHVORT|CES)
450 WRITE (6,5020|
MR|TE (6,5030)((B(I,J),J=|,b)* I=I,NNI
500 CONTINUE
CALCULATE CYLINOER
OOEG = O.
DO 510 | = 1t45
DDEG = ODEG + 2.
CXII) = SINO(DDEG
CXN 11) = -CX([)
CYU(I) =CLISO(OOEG)
510 CYL (I) = -CYU(])
700 CONTINUE
DO 702 I = |tNEX
XL(II = X(lmll
702 YL(I) = Y(Itl)
CALL GRIDIV (-3t X(L,XRtYH,YT,DXGRAmDYGRA*NGRAtMGRA
tLAfiX,LA_Ytbm6)
CALL _PRNTV (Om -13, 3tlYl_°t 4t500)
CALL PRINTV (3t e_/A*t 650,4)
CALL aPLOrV( NEXt XL, YLm I,l,It )BtlERR)
TIME = DELT
701 IF( .NOT. BINARY)
lOl NIC - NN - _EX
GO TO 70O
On 705 I=ltNIC
qTPI = NT ÷ | + I
XL(1) = X(NTPItl)
705 YL(I) = Y(NTPI,I)
CALL APLOTV( HICt XLtYL, 1,1,1t 44tIERR)
706 CALL APLOTV( 4%,
CALL APLOTV( 6%,
CALL APLOTVI 45t
CALL APLUTV( 45t
CX t CYIJ, |t|t 1, 47e IERR)
CX t CYL, 1tiff, 42t lIRa)
CXNt CYUo |,1tit 42t IERR)
CXNt CYLm 1,1tl, 42, /ERR)
VSTV44¢U
VSTV44SO
VSTV4460
VSTV4470
VSTV4480
VSTV44gO
VSTV4SO0
VSTV45|O
VSTV4_20
VSTV4S)U
VSTV4S40
VSTV4SSO
VSTV4S60
VSTV4STO
VSTV4SSO
VSTV4SgO
VSTV4600
VSTV46|O
VSTV4620
VSTV4630
VSTV4640
VSTV46SO
VSTV4660
VSTV4670
VSTV4680
VSTV4bgO
VSTV4700
VSTVS710
VSTV4T20
VSTV4730
VSTVST60
VSTV4?50
VSTV4760
VSTV4770
VSTV4?80
VSTV4790
VSTV4800
VSTV4g[O
VSTV48_O
WRITE (16 ,T10 ) TIHE , DELTCtCASENO VSTV4830
710 FORMAT (IH+t5X 'INITIAL VORTEX LOCATIONS AT TIME -*|Fg.4ebXo|SXbHOVSTV4840
*ELTC-tIFq.4,qX,BHCA%E NO.t2XFIO.?) VSTV6850
CALL STREAN
NPCIR = NPHAF • 2
FNPC = NPCIR
DEGI = _hO./FNPC
00 150 I= ItNDCIR
OEG= (1-.5)_ DEGI
XCPRES([) " -COSDIDEG)
YCPRES([) = SIND(OEG)
750 CnNTINUE
800 IFIOELTC.GT.ACCDT)GO T_ 900
DO 810 I • NUEG,NN
Xll'tl)= All,t) +Ulltll _OELT
8[0 Y|ltl)a Y(ltl) ÷VII,I) tOFLT
NEXL - NN÷|
VSTV4860
VSTV4870
VSTV4880
VSTV4690
VSTV4900
VSTV4q|O
VSTVS920
VSTV4930
VSTV4940
VSTV49SO
VSTV6960
VSTV4970
VSTV4g80.
VSTV49gO
VSTVSO00
VSTVSOtO
VSTVq020
VSTVSO)O
VSTVS040
VSTVSOSO
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NEX2 = NN+E
ACCDT = TCO
850 CALL NUCTV
GO TO 920
900 DO 9LO I=NSEGtNN
XIItl) = X(ltl] ÷tJ(ltI) *BELT
910 Y(I,I)= Yll_ll ÷V{l,l) *DELT
920 CALL VELTV
C
tO00 IF(DELTP.GT.ACCPT)GO tO 1050
C
CALL PAPTV
CALL HOUR
ACCPT =TPO
1050 IFIDELSL .GT. ACCSL) GO TO 1600
ACCSL = TSN
IlO0 CALL STREAm
C
I600 TIME= TIME ÷ BELT
ACCDT= ACCDT ÷ BELT
ACCPT= ACCPT * DELT
ACCSL = ACCSL * BELT
C
2000 IF(TIME.GT.TFI_I GO TU 4000
3000 IF(NN.GT.DNC)GO TO 4000
GO TO 800
C
4000 CONTINUE
CALL KIKTV
CALL STREAM
C
GO TO t
C
5000 FORMAT (IH-,SX,dHV_RTICES,I2X,3H_IA,17X,3HYIA,ITX,IHK ,II)
_0|0 FORMAT ( |H ,RX, I4tIP3E20.7)
5020 FORMAT (IH-,4XSHVORTICPS,3Xt3HX/A,15X,3HY/&tI5X,IHUIU INF,IIX,
• 7HV/U INF,IIX,IHK/II*A ,//)
50]0 FnRMAT (IH _6XtI4t2Xt|P_E|8.7)
END
/*
I*
t*
VSTV5060
VSTV5070
VSTVS080
VSTV5090
VSTVSIO0
VSTV5110
VSTVS[20
VSTVSI30
VSTVS[40
VSTV5[50
VSTVSI60
VSTVSITO
VSTV5[80
VSTVS[90
VSTV5200
VSTVS2LO
VSTVSE20
VSTV5230
VSTV5240
VSTV5250
VSTV5260
VSTV5270
VSTV5280
VSTV5290
VSTV5300
VSTV5310
VSTV5320
VSTV5130
VSTV5340
VSTV5350
VSTV5360
VSTV53TO
VSTV_380
VSTV5390
VSTV5_O0
VSTVS4tO
VSTVS420
VSTV5430
VSTV5440
VSTV5450
VSTV5460
VSTV5470
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All1. S UBROU TINES
All subroutines are Fortran G subroutines called without arguments.
The communication between the main program, VSTV, and the subroutines
is controUed by blank and several labeled commons. Use of the subroutines
is shown in the main program flow chart, Section All. I.
AIII. 1 NUCTV (New Cell) Subroutine
The NUCTV subroutines introduced the new vortices into the field
when the ACCDT which is incremented by DELT exceeds the input DELTC,
incremental time of new vortices.
Two tower vortices are introduced at the selected input tower feed
points, TFPl and TFP2 as described in data definition, Section AH. 3. 1.
TFAC is percentage increment of the line intersecting tower center and
corner to calcillate the positions of new vortex introduction. The sub-
routine calculates the tower feed point velocities and positions and the
inward normal velocit 7 vector, VIN which, when multiplied b 7 the VON,
outward normal velocity influence coefficient matrix, yields th-estrength,
AUK, of the tower vortices.
One to three new vortices are introduced on the vehicle per feed time
depending upon the relative extremes of vehicle tangential velocities. The
input value UT_P is a limiting value for the tangential velocities to avoid
local extreme values. The input value of NPHAF determines the number of
points where velocities are calculated.
The fl'ow chart and listing of NUCTV follow.
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AIII. 1.1 Flow Chart of NUCTV
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1.2 lasting of NUCTV
_RTqAN IV G LEVEL "1. Hot) o Nt_TV DkTF = 68040 001S9127
000!
0002
0003
ono4
000q
_)oo6
OOO7
O00A
0O09
OOln
0011
0012
0013
0014
O01S
001_
StI_RrlUT] NE NUCTV
REAL KVFC, K_U _
INTEG_:R ONCgTFPI.TFP_
COMqON qNt NTtNFXt R(4OOt?) tNEXItN_X?eNBEGeP|4
.r._qqoN ICFLflWI_INA_YtRI1TOW
CnMqON /CINIT/XTF (4) tYTF{St, XC( I0 It YC ( |OI t TFP|t TFP.2
• t Xlt _V,vHAVtG&M ,PHI (4) ,._ l NP(61, CrlSP (4)
COqqr}N /C T[ M_r¢J/T[ M_, Dt:lT, r}El TC, D_LT P, ACCDT t ACCPT t TF |N tONC *CONKCKT2N 1070
t t TPOt T_.Ot TSOt _CCSLt DELSL
COqqON/C TriM/
• XM| 5t)le YM( 501, P&_|2|t YAR(2|t KOUNT(26|
4. ,P$I(2_,1_0), YSII (IOOlt XS I If 100| ,NMARY(30)
4" .STI4(IO0|. CTHflO0 1. VIMI SO| t V|NCK (SO|
4" ,t1*4( SO, SO|, VN( SOt SO)
4' .VON! NO, SO}. UNIT( SOt SO)
4. .IOIJ_A( ?11 tTFn'X(?) tTFPY(ZI.TFqADItTFRAD2
4. _KVEC! 50). XV|50). YV (50l t THSIOE(SO)
Ct'INNION/CCYLI '_CPltE._llr)S) .YCORFS(IOS|.NPC[_tIITOPtC_)NST
4" .I/C YL | 105| tVCYL ( 10S |. S [ NCVL ( 1(15)_ TANVEL ( 105 |
4" .UASS( 1051, [NPX ( 105), [N_XFP(]|
• ,UFP| 50|tVFP| _0 ) t UNORM (50| ,VNORN| 50|
ooOoo)So
DI_IENSION ! TH|4_O.! I t X(61')O, II,
4. Y(400.11 . U|4.OO. 1),
4" Vf4OOºt I • AUK(400, l|e
4" ARAD( 400, 11
EOUIV/_LFNCE | 8( l . 1 I. [THI 1.1 ) | .
4" (RII,3IºYII,I|)t
* ( _(I,,S),VII,II|,
4. [8{I,7),AR&rIIItl))
I_(I, _.)t x| It 11 I,
1_II.4).U( 1, 1) I,
IBIIt6I.AUK( 1, Ill,
TrlMER
DO 50 J -- NEXltNFX?.
q = J - NN
FRET _T_EAM
YVSQ = TFDX( M|4.*?
YVSO • TFDY( M)**,)..
AI)EN • (XV_,_J ,*. YVSO| '4"_
I=.Po VELqCITIES
00IT
0018
O01C_
0020
Or)21
0022
0023
002S
0026
042#
0029
0051
C
_n
UFP(M| = 1. --|XV_Q- YVSr3IIAOEN
Vrp(N) =-2.*TFPX( HI * TFPY( MI lADEN
_O 50 ! = 1 ,NN
OFN = X11tl)4"4"2 *Vfl,t|**_-
X|_ - XII,I|/_EN
Y!q " Y(|,II/OFN
OX = X(Itl) -- TFPXIM)
_Y = Y||.|| - TFOY(_4)
DXl = X!M- TFPX(M|
r)Y| m yl_s- TFPY(M|
OEN_N = _X**2 * OY**2
OTNO - rtXl**2 ÷ r'DYIee2
IJFP(;4I mUFPlllll 4'(-I_YII1ENQ ell • I1YI/OENII! * AUX(I,lt
V_P(M) =VI_PIPl) ÷(_IXIOFNON- qXi/l_.Nlll * iU.IXI|_||
IJT&Nt • UFP I_ll *COSPITIFP|| 4. VlTM 1;41 OS|NP|TliP||
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F(IRTRAN IV G LEVFL O, M(In 0
n_12
,')0"_4
0q35
00_.6
00!7
'_0 "1.q
f),13(1
'3.')40
q043
.O_44
n945
(_O46
0"_47
nO4o
O05l
NUCTV hATE = 68040
e,ITAN2 = UFP (M| eC_SP(TF°ZI+ VPP IMI S_INPlIPPZI
_UK(NN_I.I) = UT_NI • ABS(UTAN|) • DELTC/ P|6
AUKINN+2.1) = UT_N2 * ABSIUT_N2t • OELTC/ P|4
VININEY) = VININEX) -AUKINN+It|) - &UKINN+2.1)
X(NN+Itl) = TFPX[|t
V(NN÷|,|] = Tf'PY(II
ARA_(NN+) t|) = TPRA_I
X(NN+?,| ) : TcP_(f?)
Y(NN_'2,1| = TFPV(2)
M}AO(NN+2,I) = TFRAD?
C&LCULATF CYI..INDF.R VELOCITIES
ON 7_ ,1=1 tNPCIR
FREE STR E6,W
XCSO = XCPPF':;(J|'We2
YCS_ = vCPPFS(J|*e2
AnFN =(_rS r) + YCSO| $$2
!ICVL(,II = I. - (XCS0- vCSOI/&DFN
V{TVLiJ) =-?, * XCPR.=S(JI t YCPRF_iJ) /_r]EN
Of_ ?0 I= I,NN
vnRTICF. C;
r)cN = vii,l)**? ÷ v(l,l)*,l,2
XI_ = wII,1)InEN
vI_1 = vll,l)InF'_l
0015qi2?
nnS_
,'Ir)57
On_q
nO_r_
O'}_l
_I,r)&?
n_63
'_0¢4
'_0_
0066
(I(I_7
_n6q
nnTO
9n71
007, _
nO_S
r)_74
c_n 7'_
fi(17&
oo77
no7_I
nnT_
nogo
nnsl
"_Y -- Xlt,l) -XCPPFS(J|
r)v = YII,Lt - YCnPF_(,I|
')vl -- vI_- vc.n_r_lj|
Dr',!,')= nXl*e? + r_vI*w,?
•_r) elgYLI,I) ---,ICYL( 11 + (-nY/DF'_fP-I +DYIIDFNq) e, AUKII,]I
7_ TANVEL(,I) = U"YLIJIIYCPaFSIJ)
C
C SF&RCH FFI;_ AI.I. R.CL_TIVE FXTOFME._ FIF CVLINr_F_ VEL{'ICITIF_;
on Inn != L,_CI I>
In_ _IABS (It ,, _.qR I T/_NVF. I.(I))
NPH = 0
m C,C TO _
GP Tq "_n,_
7c_r) _WOM = I
I_;O'(I"J p_) = I
"_On IrIiJA_(;INOCIR) .CT. tl_RS(|) ._.Nr). IJ&R%(NPCER| ._T. UA_SiNPCIR-I)|
• _0 vq 4nO
_,CI TC_ sno
4_n N_M = N_'w + l
INr)XINP _) = h_ClR
50_ CON TI kIllF
'_C_ -- NP('IR - 1
Oq 7")0 I= 2,NCM
IFIUAP, SII) .GT. IJ_R<;(l-l) .AN{). I)_R_(ll .GT, IIA_Sllel|)
• Go Tn 6)0
Gn TO 7nO
f,(lO %IPM = I_IOM + I
I_!{)_(NP '') = I
7_0 CIhNT I NLI¢
C
C _E_ReH FOR ._ FFF.'}ING nnlNTS AMrING THE REL EXTR_,_ES
Ic_Vr:_ = 0
Irl'J^{_SfI',tOX(l|) ._,"r, tlT,"}l_) GO T(1 "_0_
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Ft3_TRAN IV G LFVFL 31 NOD 0
OOq_
00_3
0(3R4
q085
0986
o0.7
ooRq
c
ooRct
0,399
0,991
n902
9o03
9904
9905
oo06
09_7
i3")qfl
oqqq
n 100
0101
0 102
OtO_
0104
010'_
0106
0107
O108
OlOq
9119
0111
9112
0113
0114
0125
0116
0i-1 ?-
o11R
0110
b129
0121
0122
0i23
0124
OI2S
017.6
0127
Ot2n
0130
0131
013_
C
C
C
C
C
NUCTV
G9 TI3 710
7_5 UARS(INr)X(II) = 0o0
IOVFR = lOVER + I
720 CONTI NUF
NP,q = /,.q_'q - InVFR
I_ (NRM .F,). q| GO Tq 760
_ TQ 75 r)
769 WRITE 16,761| N"M,(T&NVFt{I), I=I,NPCIR)
761 _nRMAT 1|_11, I+'( 'NRM 1_ ' l&,//
* 5X 'TA=!SENTIAL VFLnC.ITIFS ' //
STO"
750 NMAX = N_'q
NDMq-- NQ u - I
IF(NRM .LF. _) GO TO 92e_
Df_ 009 v = l,_
iITnP 15 q_X VFLnCITY LIMIT
"4AX = Iqn_ {ll
UABSJ = IlAR_ (uAvt
rill qf)5 J = 1, NqMN
IF ( IIAI_% { l'qr_({J+ll) .GT. I)ABSJ I
GO TO 8,q=_
809 MAX = [NI)X {J+l }
IIAB_J = U&BS {MAX}
RO5 CI3NTI NUP
INF}XFP(I| = v^X
U_fiS{'4&X) = O.
gO0 CONTINUc
N_&X = 3
GO T9 q_O
q?e) KNT = 0
NRMPl = NVM + lOVER
DO g30 I = 1 tNRMPI
IF! U&BS(I_!qXIII) .FO. 0.02 GO Tt3 o30
KNr = KNT ÷ 1
INOXF_IKNTI = IN.fIX{I)
q'_O f.ONTI NU _
0_0 CONTINUE
lJ| = TANVFLI INDXFP{I|I
9EL_. = CONST * ABSItII! * nELTC
NARG = INDIEPII)
XINN+3_,II = --(2. ÷ OELR) * XCPRES{N&RG}
Y{NN÷3_2) = {I.÷r'tEI,,R| * YCPRF${NARGI
&IIK(NN÷'_I) = UI • AB_;(U|) ,I, DELTCI PI6
AoaI3(NN,3_I) = tINN+3,I)e*? + Y{NN¢'It|I**_
IF(NM,_X .LT. :_) GO TO 10{3o
112 • T,kNVrL{IND'(FP{?))
13Ft, • CON.ST '_ &P,¢;{tl;_) • nFLTC
NA_G • INet)tFP(2|
',({NN÷4,I) "-{1, + OELttt '= ICPRF_iN&_,|
v{qq÷6,|) = (I, ÷ f)ELRI * YCPRESIN&IIG|
&IlK (NN.I.6tl) • IJ_. * &_;ltJ2l * 13i=LTC / Pl4
AP&gfNN÷4t|) - t(fNN_'4t_,)m*2 ¢, YINNt4ttIOO;_
|F{N_4I ,LT, 3) t_rt TI3 !0_0
O&TE = 68060
(qx. 5F20.4) I
GO rn 800
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¢:O_.TRAN IV P, LFVFI. Oo _l.rlO 0 NUCTV D&TE == 68040
-013"_
(11_4
0t35
nl3_
0137
OI_R
nt_.q
r)14n
q141
oL47
nl4"q
r) 144
(_147
n.14q
nl4n
gl=;l
g_53
,') i 1_4
r_l_
_157
nl5q
(3160
nlq. l
'316"4
01_4
0166
113 = TAHVFL(I_'JOXFP['_)}
nFLR = CONST ,k &B_IU'4! • r)FLTC
NAN _, = INr)XFD(_,)
XINN +5,11=-(1. + DELR} w= XCPRESINARG}
VlNN+_tl) = (l. + r)FLR} _' YCPRFS(N6O3)
_UK(NN÷_,I) = U._ q' AB_ftJ'_l t OELTC / °IP*
_P&f_['_IN+5,I) = WINN+S,I)WI'_'2 + YINN_5,I)*$?
I 0'_q NN = NN + "_ + NM&X
{-
C C(IMPUT= _rl°M_L _OMPONFNT OF VEL.OCIIV &T EACH wInPnINT
r),q |r)'_ j = I _NT
{" INITIAl I z= WIT W gREE STREAWVALUE¢,
&I3F_9 = PFSIILT_'_=.)
•l_,"lou(J) = l. - (X_l(J)Wl, WW_-YN(J)=*?) / &DEN
VH_'_Vl(.l) = -_. . Xu(J) ,I, YMIJ) / &DI:N
C KU*4M_TI_N CtVEP Al L FREE VORTICE.¢;
'_n Iq_5 I = N'_F_,,NN
9FN = X(I,l)*'_' + Villi)**7
Xl_A = Y[ I _1} /r_F_l
YI'_ = v|l,tll_.F"!
")Y -'- VII,t) - v,a(J)
_Yl = YI"- W"_l,J}
"_Vl -- VIM- v_'| J)
•lrN 1',I = n_,_ ÷ ,3v..2
r)F_J"). = nXlWW_,__ + _)Y155;_
IIHrleq(.I) =IIHORM(JIe(-DYI_FN{1M + r_YI/DFNq) = _,IIK(I,I)
IO_ VHqq'4(J) =Vq_.'_u(J} +{nxt_FN')M- I)XI/DEN1) t AtJK[Iotl
10"4q VIN(J) = _I_v'_'_(J)_'ClrH(J) - VNO_M(.I) t ¢,TH[J)
C_I.L ,qA,'_r_y(Vr'N,VINoKVFC,NFX_NE_(ol_r),_,3_[|
K_Vl'1 = q,")
Ir)_:_ V(;'I'_ = KC'IM + KVrC(I|
C _,JT KV _r [NT'q '_
nn lq3_ I = I,N _v,
10_ _,I_KII,I) = v, VcCII)
_ TUriN
FN_
0015q/27
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AIIL Z VELTV (Velocities) Subroutine
The VELTV subroutine is called by the main program, VSTV, in the
time-loop to compute free stream velocity components for aU free vortices
in the field and the velocities induced by the free vortices. The tower
velocities are unnecessarily computed to take advantage of the ayrnmetrical
calculation.
AIII. Z. 1 Flow Chart of VELTV
VZLTV Subroutine
® Compute Free Streaa
Velocity Components
of _ Vortices
UandV
l INHM-H- 1
I " IDO AO M " I,NB-=M + 1
DO _0 J = HB, HM [
Compute Velocities
Induced by Free Vortices
Sum Free _reaa and
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AD[I. Z. Z Listing of VELTV
r-qRTP/_I IV _ LfVFL +3, '41'19 11
nnnl
C
r
¢
OqO s.
c
Onnq
c
C
r
0n06
n(107
O00R
OnOa
(1(110
Onll
C
C
r.
0(117
(1(111
0n14
(1(1 I_
0016
on1?
0(11_
Otlln
0(12o
aO_l
(1_3)?
0024
011_
01176
+I1177
n02_ 4n
C
0n79
1'ItI I.+_
r-fIRTglAN IV r. LrVFL
VFLTV I'3._TE • ON040 OOI5q_l_'?
5llglO_t,11"lNr VrLTV
VFLrICITY COMPtIT_T|f')N flu T|NF C'qCL_ V_TV PPnGP_M
C(lUqflN Nqw NT,ILICV, _|40(lt71 *N[X|,NEX?tN_IFGtPI4
RF ._t N UJtl, NLJJV t NOq*!, k_L)uV
(11 '4E+'IS I _N X 14_0,1 ) ,Y(4nnt t ) ,U(40q, l ),Ve 400, l ), _UK 14r)_p L !
• ,4o4r_( 4'_, l |
FOI)|V_I.FNCE(q(I,_) ,X(|,t)|, (_(t,3),Yll* || )*
• (_(1,4),t.llt,tll, (q(l,ql,V(t,l!l,
4, (_lll ,_,1 ,S_lv.( t ,11) , (qlt,'rl, 4_1401 t, t) )
V_:L0rlTY CrtuPU_ATI"IN FOR rqEE VI')qTICF_;
r)O _"_ 1",, NRr:G,N_I
aPAPI(I,I) = _(ll,l)*e? + Y(I_1)I'4_2.
&f)F.N ,, a_kl) 11,11**. •
U(I,I)- t,-IIvII,I)t*P-v(!+t)4,*211 A')EN) eAUKIIII)*Y(|,|I /RDEN
711 Vfl,;)" -1_,* X11,11'1' Y(I,tll a'IEN! -_tlKll+,tl *X(1,l) IROEN
VFLPICITIFS CALCIII.&TEr) P,'IR Tf'IN_It VORTICF.._; TI'I T&KF.
_VaNT_.r.E rlF: ._YP4, CkLC,
NNN • NN - t
rsp 40 _ • |• NNM
N+m • v4,1
(1R 4(I Jw NR I NN
liRklll'qtll • _<lq•t)**2 +' YIM_,|I'i*?
(tEN. rlq • !, - 7.* IXIJ•|)'I"XI_4,1I_'YIJ,I|IYIM•I|)
4, ÷ A_._;'II,I•I )eaR4r)(_.l )
tP.IY • YIJ•I) - vl't•|)
_IUJU ,, YlU,t) - YlJ,ll= &R,**r)l_l)
NIIJV • X(q,|) - xfJ,tl * _4DIN,t|
NllqtJ * YlJ_t) - Yla4_t)* _,RAO|J,I)
NIINV • YlJet) - X(m_,tll _Ar)(J,l)
IllJ,t) 1,H(J,tl _aUKINetl4=INUJII I PJENOq 4. ANY / FgN I
VlJ,t) ,,V(J, tl -AIIK(mI,|I4_(_ILI,IV / r)FNC)M 1, ANX / I:ON )
tJ('q,t) •UlN+t) _'_IIK(J,I)IINUNU t flENRH - ANY I Fr)N )
Vl*tet| =V(*%|) -_'JKIJ•I)eINUW / _FNtrIM - 4NX / F(1N )
qr TURN
ENn
re qflr) I_ VFLTV (1_TI = • hR040 001S917?
_+_I_4qol. I.rlC &T | rlH
ml 0
y CIIC
NEXt tq4r
$_I qI'JL l.('J_ a T I ("IN
I _,r.
qq Ce'
pml r)+
CnM_N _L_CK I I H_P _1_ 3qqc
SY_ROL L3C4T|ON _YM_OL LqC&TION _Y_nL L_CiTION
N_ 4 NEX _ _ C
U L_CC v t_OC &UK IF4_
NFX2 lqso NBF_ _R_4 P14 _8S8
¢_C_L &q 'viA=
5YM_I_L L_l('4TI ON _;vN6(1L LOC.tTIrIN SY,qSOL L(")C &T I ON
_F_'! alO qr)FN R4 NN_q 611
J C4 r)FNrJU CB ANY CC
*IUJU 1'111 NUJV MC Nuqu F0
TOTAl. Ml_'41'llV IIII!l')UlllffqllNy_ 000442 qYYP, 5
PAG_ OOO
5YqmOL LO
X
AA 1++1
SYN6flL LO
N
ANX
N_IIV L
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Alll. 3 PAPTV (Print and Plot) Subroutine
The PAPTV subroutine produces the vehicle and tower interference
printed and graphic output when the ACCPT, which is incremented by DELT,
exceeds the input DELTP.
The HOUR subroutine is called in PAPTV and extracts the IB1V[
machine time and prints both IBM and problem times. The CRT output
shows the positions of vehicle, tower which ma 7 be in rotated position, and
the free vortices. A good graph reproduces this data with the streamlines
which are calculated in the main program. The input DELSL, incremental
time to calculate streamlines, must be equal to or a multiple of DELTP.
The subroutines CRIDIV, APRNTV, PRINTV, and APLOTV are
Fortran G, SC 40Z0 standard routines.
AM. 3.1 Flow Chart
PAPTY Subroutine
i
I Writ,6 _nL_ J
!
Write 6 Interference Data "'I
[ Define X and Y Positions for Graphs ,]
I
I .ram +=m+- mmci
I
i
I ICALL PRINTV
Tower CALL APLOTV
Graph Free Vortices CALL APLOTV
+
Graph Vehicle CALL APLOTVG
,,j
I
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ALTI. 3. Z Listing of PAPTV
f:ORTRAN IV G LEVFL O, uO0 o
00#!
C
C
_0C__
C
O_C_
nnC4
noC5
oOC6
C
OOC?
C
Peer
C
C
_'qCq
ncIe
0qll
0o12
OOl_
0'114
,_el5
0hi6
Onl?
nq IR
031q
002('
0'121
on22
qq23
0'324
0_.25
0q_6
0_27
o-o2_
002q
on 3C
0031
nq32
o'!_J
0034
PAPTV DATE = 68314 31152133
SUBRflUTI NE PAPTV
PRINT JNn PLflT FOR V_TV VORTFX SHEDDING PROGRAM
INTFGER DNCtHR,_EC
CnMNf_N k_t NTINCYt Bl4OOtq) ,NE_(I,NEX2oNRFG,Pl4
COM_0N ICFtCW/RIN_RYoROTOW
C_MmCN
• ,TPrtTCO,TSO, ACCSL,DFLSL
CONqON ICGRAI BXGR_,DYGRA,NGRA,_GRAtL&B_,LABY
• tXXLtXRtYRtYT
• wXL( _qo ), XII( ?DO )t YL( ?03 It Vii| 20q I
• tCXI4SI,CYU(_SI,CYLIBSI,CXNI65I,CASFNO
KT2M2OTO
KT2MTD75
KT2M2_85
/CTIVE_/TIMF,OELT,OFLTC,DELTP, ACCDT,aCCPT, TFINwONC,CONKCKT2N2100
{EII,31,Y(I.II)
nl MFNSION X (_,no .1 ). YIAOn.l)
FOUIVALF_CF(RII,2I.X(I.I)).
WRITE I6,10)
l Q _ORWAT (IHI, 25X,'VEHICLF AND TflWER INT=RFERFNCE DATA*///)
9X.3HXIA. ISX_3HY/A.15X_
INF.ILX.RHK / LN'A till
ACCPT =TPR
2_ CALL HCUR
MR| TE {6t40)
60 Fn@_AT (IHO,_HVORTEX ,3Xt
• ?HUIU INF,llX, ?HV/U
WRITEI6,SOIIItIqII,JI,J=Z_6I.I=I.NN)
_ FORMAT I|H • I4tTXt |_tIRSFIR.TI
_n 4nn I = I,_Fx
XL(ll • X(I,ll
4MM YLII| = Y(I,II
O0 SOP I = N_EGtNN
XUII) - _{I,l}
SO_ YUIII - Ylltl)
NFREE • NN - NP_
52_ CALL GRIOIV (-t.
CALL APRNTV In,
CALL PRINTV {3t
CALL APLCTV(_EX,
XXL,XR,YRtYT,nXG_&tOYGR&eNGRItMGRA
tLABX.LARYt6_6I
--_e _l|YlAet _l_O0|
'XlA', 45_,4)
XL.YL, I.I.l. 3R .IFRRI
44. IER}
42, IERRI
42. IFRR|
42, IERR)
42t IFRRI
CALL APL_TVI_FREE, XU. YII, 1.1.1,
CALL APLOTV( 45. CX t CYIle l.l,l.
CALL APLOTV( 45, CX , CV_.. l,I,l,
CALL APICTV! 45, CXN, CYIJ, 1,1,1.
CALL APLOTV( 65t CXNe CYLt I_l. It
WRITE ( I_ t 60 )NN.TI_IF_DELTCtCASENO
6_ FDRI*AT (IH*_14X_lB, 2_
,= 'vCRTFX LOCATICNS AT TIME
eDELTC=,! Fq.6 ,SX. 9HCASF N(]. .FIO.?I
== , |FR.4,_X, 5HAIU
C
003_ 7C=;el RFTURN
O0 ._6 ENO
CCI_CN BLPCK I / MAP SIZE 3RSC
SYMBOL L_CATI CN %YMROL LOCATION (;YI_OL LOCATION
NN n NT 4 NFX R
V C _ NF x| 3q4C KFX2 3R50
CCI_NCN RLCCK /CFLCW / MAP SIZE 8
._ _R OL LOCATION SYMR('IL LrlCATIDN SYVROL LqCATION
BINARY r' ROTtIN 4
KT?.M212S
KT2M2140
KT2M2|45
KT2M2ISO
KT2M2155
KT2M2160
KT2M2165
KT2M2LTC
KT2M2175
KT2M2210
KT2M22|5
KT2MZ225
KT2M2230
KT2M22_O
KT2M224S
KT2N2275
KT2M2285
KT2M22RO
, |SX. 6H
KT2M23S5
KT2M24_S
KTZM2470
%YMBOL LOCATION
q C
NBEG 3854
SYMBOL LOCATION
SYMBOL
x 6_c
P I 4 3858
Sy_SOL
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Ff_'TRA_I IV _, LrVgL O. "n_l 0 P_PTV Q_TE = 6m_14 71/S?/$3
_vv qnt L "1CA T| C_i
TI'_E r.
ACt o 1 14
Tr.n 2a
CC_u_N qL_CK ICTIMr_ I _AP S|ZT 3_
Sv_nL LCCATI_N SYMRPL LOC&T|_N SYMI_'/L LOCATION
_ELT 4 nELTC A _ELTP C
TFIN IA 9kC If C_NKC 20
T_C 7C ACC_L _c _ELSI 34
_v'Aql'_L L "It ATI f_l
n Xr,R A ¢"
t _qv 16
WL ?R
CV'I Or-",C
CCeVCN 8LOCK ICGRA / qiP SIZF KTC
SY.ROL LOCATIflN SYM_(1L LnCATIt_ SYqBOL LOCATION
_VGRA 4 kGRA 8 qGRA C
x_t IR XR IC Yq ?0
XU 3&R YL 668 YU qB8
CVL FI_ CXk EC4 CASENO F?8
Sy_4qCL LnCATI CN
¢CALA= yap
SYeR_L L_CATION SYmbOL LOCATION _VMM_I. LOCATION
J Bq _FPFF RC [_RR CO
_Y'_ CI L_C AT| CN
|_COMe Cq
inl. nlV NC
SU_PR_GRAV_ CALLF_
SVPnCL LOCATION SY_qI')L L_CATtnN SV_qflL LOCATION
HOUR CC GRI_|V O_ APRNTV D4
<'e_ACL L_C ATT (1q
g_RVAT STETEMFNT _AP
_vv_eL LCCATICN SYMROL LOCATION SVN6OI. LOCATION
• _ 231 _ 274 F_) ZN6
TOTAL MFqflRV RFQUIPEMENT5 Ce_,"sqo HVTES
svqBoL
Accr) T
T_"n
SVMBOL
LARX
YT
CX
SVN60L
lO
2/,
lO
cam
Ck
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APPENDIX B. LAUNCH PAD WIND PROFILE ANALYSIS
BI. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
BI. 1 Flow Field for a System of Vortices Outside an Elliptical Cylinder in
Uniform Flow
The following development was originally presented in Reference 3
as part of a rr_ore complete theoretical treatment of a nonsteady potential
flow field containing a stationary cylinder and free vortices in uniform flow.
The analysis for the circular cylinder (Appendix A) may be extended to
the case of an elliptical cylinder by a conformal transformation. The circular
cylinder is mapped into an elliptical cylinder by the well-known Joukowski
transformation.
In the plane of the circular cylinder, say the z 1-plane, the circle of
radius ro = (a+b)/2 is mapped by the transformation
Z
C where C 2 2 b2
z = zI + 4T = a - (B-l)
I
into an ellipse in the z-plane with major axis, 2a, and minor axis, Zb.
b
When b---O we have the degenerate case of a fiat plate of length Za in the
z-plane.
The velocity field in the z-plane is completely determined from the
z I -plane and the mapping transformation. For a general system of vortices
in the z-plane (plane of e11ipse), the velocity of the ruth vortex ia
B-Z
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dF(z)(u - iv) -
m dz (B-Z)
where
F(z) = -w(z 1) +iK log (z - z )
m m
(B-3)
and from Equations A-2 and A-3;
w(z I) --i Kj log (zI Zlj) -log 1 Zlj
j--I
Uo [Zl e-ia +--1eia]z1 (B-4)
where the circle in the z I -plane is chosen to have unit radius.
Therefore
Z _-_
(a+b_ I__.
__/ Zl+ (_) z I
The derivative,
dF(z)
dz '
may be written
dF(z) _ dF(z) dZl
dz dz 1 dz
(B-S)
where the mapping function is
and
dz
m --"
dz 1
z = f(z 1)
df(z 1 )
dz 1 = f'(z 1)
(B-6)
From Equations B-3 and B-4
11
• [ .i 1= od.F(z) 1 '_ 1 _ +dz I Kj Zlj=l " Zlj ZlZlj " ! z I ÷ U 0 cosa I -
1
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Thus,
dF(z)
dz
II 1 i K m f' (z I)- i U ° sin_ + z_ - f(zl)" f (Zlm)
Z_Z
m
n ( ;i Kj 1 Zl_ +
j=l zI - Zlj ZlZlj - 1 zI
(B-7)
+ U cos o
0 1 - - U ° sin a l + __
z 1
........ x _ (B'8)
f(zI) - f(Zlm)J 1
Z = Zl=Z1 Zlm Im
The first and last terms in the brackets have singularities when Zl = Zlm,
but the other terms are regular if [Zl[>I. Rewriting Equation B-8
dF(z) I = F'(z )
dz I mZ=Z
m
- f'(Zlm) [j=lj/m
+ U cos o
O
n
K. _ K.J -i J
Zlm " Zlj j=l Zlj (ZlmZlj - I)
. I
I
+ iKm z 1 Zlm f( z I ) " f( z 1m ) |
.I
Zl=Z
(B-9)
Expanding f(zI) in a Taylor's series about the point zI = Zlm results in
. - ] f" )
1 f'(zI) = 1 (Zlm
zl-z I f(zl) -f(zm Im ) 2 f,(Zlm)
zI= Zlm
B-4
(B-lO)
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Finally
(u-iV)m = f'(Zm)
- f'(z------) i
m j/m Zlm- Zlj j=l zlj (ZlmZlj -I)
j/l
+UoC°S_ -_-izl-iUosino (I +_-iZ )
iK f"(Zlm) J
m (B-If)
+ --_ f,(Zlm)
As discussed in Appendix A, the last term of Equation B-I I represents the
contribution of a center vortex, which within the framework of this study is
to be omitted as long as the vortices are generated by the eUipse, and no
other body is present in the flow.
This being the case, the expression within brackets is identical to the
flow field equation for a circular cylinder, and must be multiplied by the
1
transformation expression, For symmetrical flow further obvious
simplification can be made. f1(zm)"
B-5
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BII.
BII. 1
MAIN PROGRAM (PADPR())
Functional Flow Chart
®
®
®
Graph Constants
Presero and In£tiallse
Read and Write FLOW and DATA
and YPC,
®I,
®
Compute Freestream
_elocities and
Free stream 'Velocities
DELT - COBKC _ DELTC
ACCDT = TCO _ DELT
ACCPT = TPO * DELT
DNI/LTI
F T
BI NARY
Read Tape i0
Write Data
Compute Strength Single WRITE MULTICELL
Cell Initial Conditions INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL VPSE
Calculate ellipse
Graph Initial Conditions
B-6
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BII. I Functional Flow Chart {Cont)
Y(I) = Y(I) _ v(I) DELT
@ Call VPSE
GT
Call PR_F
@
Call PAPP
Increment Time Functions
GT
GT
C&II KIKP
00 TO 800
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BII. 2. Input Data
BH. 2. 1. Data Definition
The input data read are in two namelist arrays, FLOW and DATA.
FLOW has two logical items:
BINARY = F for initial case
= T for restart case
DMULTI = F for single cell case
= T for multicell case
The DATA array is defined:
TIME
TF_
DNC
CONKC
DELTC
DELTP
BETA
NP
YIP
NPRO
XIP
CASEN_
Start time ( = 0 for initial)
Final time
Number of cells to terminate
Factor to compute integration increment
Time increment to introduce new vortex
Time increment to output data
Initial number of vortices
X-Location of feeding point
Y-Location of feeding point
Ellipse defined by
A = 1 + BETA
B = I - BETA
Number of YIP points
Y-location of profiles (Max NP)
Number of profiles
X-locationa of profiles (Max NPR_)
Gale number (Mo Da Yr)
B-8
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BII. 3
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Program Listing
M4lN PROGRAM - LAUNCH PAD INTERFERENCE STUDY -
VORrFX SHEDDING MODFL b
SYMMETRICAL FLOg
PROGRAM EXITS ON RFAD FOR _FXT CASE
LOGICAL BINA_YtDMULT[
INTEGER ONC
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
NOtR(_OO,1)eXOUtYOUtfi_IAtALFAS
ICFLOM/RINARY_ONULrI
ICTIMESITIMEeDELTtDELrCIDELTPtACCOTtACCPrtTF[NtDNCtCONKC
,TPOtT_O
ICGRAF/XXLtXRwYBIYTtDXGRAtOYGRAtNGRAtMGR&tLABXtLA_Y
eCX(¢S)tCYU(65)eCYL(qS)tCXN(¢S)tCASENO"
COMMON /CPAU/XPI2OtSO),YPIZO,50),NP, XPCI20,SOI,YPC(20,50)
* ,UCYLIVCYLtXFP,YFPeCCtODtUP(2OeSO)tVP(20,50|eNPRO
DIMENSION IrH(6OOtI), X(6OO,I)t
* Y(_OOtl)t U|400,|),
* VI6OOtl)t AUKl4OOtI)e
, ARADI4OOtl
* XU(2OO)t XL(2OO)t
YOI2OO)e YLi2OOIt
XEl6OOe20)t YE(_OO,ZO)t
* H(50)I XlP(50), YIP(20)
|t
EQUIVALENCFIHit,iI,IrH(I,[)),
* (O(|,])tY([,[)),
* (RlttS),Vli,llle
* IBltt?)tARAD(ltl|)
(HII,2I,XIL,I)),
(Blt,4ltU(ltl)|,
(blt,b),AUK(t,|))t
NAMELIS_
NAMELIST
e
/FLOWl 81NARYtOMULT|
/DATA/ TIMEtrFINtDNCtCONKCtDELTC.OELTPtNOtXOU,YOUIRETA
tNPeYIPtNPROeXIPtCASEN_
REMINO tO
CALL sCnUTV
CALL CAMRAV|g)
XXL = -2.0
XR • 8.0
YR = -l.O
YT ffi 9.0
DXGRA • .5
DYGRA • o5
NGRA • -6
MGRA • -6
LABX • -4
LABY • -4
TPO • .00001
TCO • oO000t
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C
C
C
C
C,
S DO b Jalt7
DO 6 l'LtBO0
6 BlliJ) = O.O
00 I J = 1,50
HIJ) = O.O
00 I i = 1,20
XP(ltJ) = 0o0
YP(|tJ) = 0.0
UP(ltJ) • 0.0
VP([tJ) • 0.0
XPC(|tJ) " 0.0
YPC(IIJ) • 0.0
I CONTINUE
DMULT! - .FALSE.
BINARY = .FALSE.
RFAD(StFLOM)
READ(StDATA)
MRITE 16t10) CASENO
LO FORMAT I|HI, ]gX,
* _3Xt
* 43X,
* _5X,
* _OX,
MRirE (6,FLO_)
WRITE 16,17)
WRITE (6,1])
'LAUNCH PAD |NTERFERENCE STUOY e I
aVOK[EX SHEODI_G NODEL 6 e /
I_nRTH ANERICAN ROCKWELL t I
eDEPARTNENT 1901200' /IIIII
eINPUT DATA FOR CASF NO.* tFB.2 t/ll)
TIME,TFIN,ONCeCONKCtDELTCtDELTP,NOoXOUeYOUtBE[A
eXAUKtYAUK
,CASF_N
tNPt IYiPli)t ImI_NP)
NPROtIXIPII)tI=ItNPRG)
L2 FORMAT (IH-t 9X, ITIME *FIO. 3,2UX*TFIN *FIO.3t2OXeDNC °lid //I
* IOX eCNNKC'FLO._tPOX'DELTCeF|O.]t2OXeDELTPIFIO.)III
* IOX e_O ellO ,20X*XOU tFIO.3,20XIYQU tF|0.311/
* lOX eBETA IFIO.3,2OX*XAUK IFIO.3t20XeYAUK eFIO.31//
* IOX °CASENOe F9.2 III
* |OX INP '[10 t_OXeylp i/ (SIX,SFIO.3 1)
13 FNRMATIIHOtgX eNPRO 'lid ,20XiX|p ml (_LXtSFIO.3 1)
OPB • I. + BETA
OPHS_ = OPB * OPB
OMB = 1. - BETA
DIF • OMB/OPB
DO 30 J=|tNP_O
DO 30 l'ttNP
XPl|tJ) = XlP(J)
YP(i,J) = Y|P([)
|F(X[P(J) .GE. -OPB .A_Do XIP(J) .LE. OPB)
_0 TO 10
20 HIJ) - DIF * SQKT (OPBSQ - XlPlJ)**2)
YP(ltJ) • HIJ) ÷ Y|P(II
30 CONTINUE
GO TO 20
B-IO
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C
C
C
IqlTIALI/E
NPP " NPe 1
XPlqPP,|lagOU
YPINPPeI)'YOU
00 $9 J'ltqPRO
00 $9 != lt NPP
XEIItJ) " XPlitJI
YEll|J) = YPIIoJ)
ARGI'2.*XE|[,J)*YE(I,J)
ARG2 "(XE(leJlii2) - (YE(leJ)*IZ| -_.t6ETA
ROf " IARGIIt2) • (ARGZtIZ)
ROmSQRTIROT)
RQ,,SQRTIRO|
THsATAN2|ARG|eARG2)
IFITH) $OtSIoSI
50 TH-2,_],|6|5926_ TH
51 TH: THI2.
A'ROICOSITHI
C'ROtSINITH)
XPCII,JI'(XE(I,J) • AI /Z.
YPC|I,JI'(YEII,JI eC) /2.
ARAT • XPCII,JIII2eYPCII,JIeI2
|F|ARAT - .99999) STe_2tS9
52 XPClloJ)'lXElltJ) -A) 12.
YPC(IwJ) " IYEII,J| -C) /2-
59 CONTINUf
XFP " XPCINPPI|)
VFP • VPClNPPtil
IFIBIN&RY) 'G_ TO" 70
DO 60 JJ= |wNPAO
00 60 JsltqP
OENO • (XPClJtJJle_2 • yPciJ,JJ|SeZlWe?
UPRO = |. - (XPC(JtJJIee2 - YPC(JtJJ)OeZ)/DENO
VPRO = -2. • XPC(J,JJ) • YPC(J,JJ) IDENO
TRANSFURMATION OF VELOCITY
AA " XPC|J,JJl_e2 - YPCIJ,JJ|Se2
B6 " 2. • XPC(JtJJ) t YPC|JtJJ)
OEqOM • (AA - RETAI_2 * BB_e?
CN • i. • flETA * (AA - BE|A) /OENON
DN • B8 • BETA/DENON
UP|JtJJI=CNeUPRO- DN t VPRO
VP(JtJJ)-CNeVPRO_ ON • UPRO
60 CONTINUE
#RITE 16t65|
6S FORNAT (|Hit
CALL PLaTPR
42Xe eFREES[REAq PROFILE$*I
70 OELT- CgNKC_DELTC
ACCDT=TCO • DELl
ACCPT=TPU •DELT
DO |0 I=|t45
CX(i) • 0.0
CXN(I! • 0.0
CYUII) • 0.0
I0 CYL(ll • 0.0
B-If
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IFIBINARYIGO TO 400
IFIDMULTIIGO TO 200
WRITEI6t|OO)
100 FORMATIIHIt60Xt38HSINGLE CELL e,t_***_ INITIAL CONDITION I
C
CALL HOUR
C
X(ltlI'XOU
YIIoII'YOU
ITHILoII • i
C
SQFUN • SQRTIXFPee2 + YFPee2l
XCYL m XFP/SUFUN
YCYL R YFPISQFUN
UCYL • 2. • YCYLe_2
VCYL - -2. # XCYL • YCYL
AA - XCYL_*? - YCYL_O2
RB " -VCYL
OE_OM - IAA-BETAI_e2 • BRae2
CC - I. • BETA *(AA-BETAI/DENON
OO " BBtBEIA/DENON
UFP • CC *UCYL - DD *VCYL
VFP • CC *VCYL * DD *UCYL
ALFAS • IUFPee2 + VFPeeZI
C
AUK(L,I|-DELrC • ALFAS / (6.0 • 3°16|5q)
WRITE (b,5000)
WRITE(6,_OIO|(ITH(I,I),XIItL|,Y(It|)tAUKII,|)tI•|tNO|
GO TO 300
C
200 WRITEIbt2IOI_IMEtNO
210 FORMAT (|Hie |OXt 6HTIME - t FtO.bt i4X
27HMULrICELL INITIAL CONDITiONI3,ZX, SHPAIR$I
DO 215 I•I,_O
2L5 READ 1_t220) ITHlltllwXlltlltYlltlltAUKIlt|l
WRITEI6,5000)
WRITE Ibt50IO) IlTHll,ll,XlltlloYlltlltAUKlleile lmitNOI
220 FORMAT Ill2t3EI2.0)
C
300 CALL VPSE
GO TO 600
C
_00 READ (lOtERR•9999) NOtiiBiitJlll=ltNOltJultTItCSNOo TIME
WRIrEI6,4LOICSNO,NO
610 FORMAT IIHLt25Xt60HBINARY MULTICELL INITIAL CONDITION ICASE FlO.6e
• _H) tI3t2XSHPAIRS)
650 WRITE IbtSO20l
WRlTElblSO3OlllBlltJlIJ=ltbltlmltNOI
C
C
600 CONTINUE
CALCULATE ELLIPSE
DDEG'O.O
00 6LO i'It65
DDEGuDDEG_2.0
CXIII-(I.•BETAI_CnSO(ODEG)
CXNII|--GX(I)
610 CYUIII={L.-BErAI*SIND|OOEG|
B-12
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TO0 CONTINUE
CALL GRID|VI -)o XXLt XRt YBt YTt DXGRAtDYGRAe MGR&tMGRA,
* LAGXtLAGYt $t3)
CALL PRIMTV(I|I eX/A - AXIS ee 472t6)
C
|F(ONULTI) GO TO 705
CALL APLQTV( NOt XOUtYOUt |,[,|t$8,IEAR)
GO TO 725
C
705 00 720 |'1,NO
gU([) " X(l.l)
720 YU(I) • Ylitl)
C
CALL APLOTV( NO, XUeYt)9 L91.le3g. IERR)
C
725 CALL APLOIV( 65, CX, CYUt |.ltl. 62tlERR)
CALL APLO[V( 65, CXN, CYUt [e|.|, ¢2tIERR)
WRITE (16,750) TI_E,[ASENO,DELTC
750 FORMAT (|H*,SX3_H INITIAL CELL LOCATIONS AT TIME ffi |FQ.6_2X,3HAIU,
* 20XtSHC&SE _O..2X,FSoP, 8X, 'DELTC • e F5.3)
C
800 IF(DELTC.GT.ACCDT)GO TU 900
C
DO 810 IlL.NO
XII,i)• X(IeI) *U(i.I) *DELT
8LO Y(Ie|) e Y(i.1) ÷V(le|) *DELT
INTRODUCE NE_ CELLS
CALL FEED
C
C
_O=NO+I
X(NO.I)= XOU
Y(NO.I)• YOU
AUK(NOeI)= DELTC*&LFA$ /(_.'3.16159)
ITH(NO.I)• _0
ACCDT-TCO
END OF INTRODUCT[OM OF NEW CELL
GO TO 920
900 O0 910 l-|.qO
X|I,|)- Xll,|) *Ul[.l) *D_LT
9|0 YII.I)" Y(I.I) eV(I,l) SPELT
920 CALL VPSE
1000 IF(U_LTP.GT.&_CPT)GO TO [[00
C
CALL PROF
C
CALL P&PP
C
1100 TIHE= TIME • DELT
ACCOT• ACCOT • OELT
ACCPT• ACCPT • DELT
C
1200 |F(TIME.Gr. TFIN) GO YO 1_00
1)00 |F(NO.GToDNC) GO TO |_00
GO rO 800
C
_4_00 CALL K|KP
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C
9999
GO TO S
1-16000000
HHHHHH'HIi)
STriP
C
SO00 FORMAT
5010 FORMAT
5020 FnRNAT
(|H-oSX,SH[TH CELLt|2Xo3HX/At|TXI3HY/A,|rXtIHK tt/I
(IH ,SXoI4,LP]E20-/|
([H-eCXSHCELL N0eo]XI]HX/II|_XI]HY/IIL_XI?HU/U lNFt||Xt
t 7HV/U INFtI[Xt?HK/Ut& oil|
5030 FORMAT (IH tbXtI6t2XoIPSEI8.T)
EN0
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Bin. SUBROUTINES
Subroutines for the PADPRO Program have functions that are similar
to those of the subroutines for the VSTV Program (Appendix A, AIII). No
flow charts wiU be presented; listings are in Section BII/. I. The VPSE
(velocit 7) subroutine parallels the VELTV (AHI. Z. ); the FEED (feeding-
point) subroutine parallels NUCTV (AHI. I. ), the PAPP (print-and-plot)
subroutine parallels PAPTV, the KIKP subroutine parallels the KIKTV
(AIII. 4. ). The new subroutine PROF (profile) computes (NPRO, input)
velocity profiles at the XIP (input), X locations over the NP (number of
points) on the YIP (input), and Y locations. The HOUR subroutine calculates
the IBM machine time and prints on header of profile output data. AU sub-
routine listings are in Section BIll. I.
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Bill. 1 Listings
C
C
SUBROUTINE VPSE
ELLIPTICAL VELOCITY COMPUTATION tSYMHETRICAL
P&O PROFILE
COHMON NOIBI4OOtT),XOU,YOUtBET&t&LFAS
DIMENSInN
* ,I)
DIMENSInN XE(6OOtl)oVE(;OOtE)t
*XSQI_OO,I),YSU(4OO,tl
C
EQUIVALENCE(B(It2)IX(Itl))*
* (Bilt4ltUl|,l))t
* (B(It6),AUK(|t|)It
C
DO I0 I'ItN_
XE(I,I)= X(l,l)
|0 YEIlol) = Yllol)
C
DO 300 I=LoNO
ARGI=2.eXEIItL)*YE(I*i)
ARG2 =(XF([wI)ee2) - (YF(ItL)ee2)
ROT = (AR$I**?) + IARG?**2)
RO-SQarIaOr)
RO=SQRT(RO)
TH=ATAN2|ARGItARG2)
]F(TH) _OoSttS[
50 TH=2.e3.1415q2b÷ TH
5| TH= TH/2.
A=RO*EOS(TH)
C=ROeSINITH)
XIItL)'(XE(ItL)+A)/2.
Y(I,I)=(YE([,I)*C)/7.
XSQII,L) = XII,I)**2
YSOIItL)=YIIt[) **2
ARAUIItl) = XSQlltll+ YSQII,I)
C
IFIARAOII,II-.999991 tttlt,I+
ll XIItLI'IXEII,II-AI/2-
YIItL)'IYEII,I)-C)I2-
12 XSQ(I,II=X([,I)**2
YSOllol)=Yllot) **2
AR&DIIol) " XSO([oI)* YSOlltl)
300
XI4OOt|)tY(4OOm||tUI4OO,IItV(4OOt|ItAUK(4OOt|)tARAOI400
(B(ltJl,Y(I,II),
IBlltSltV(|tl|)t
(BIL,71,ARADILt|)|
-6.*BETA
RSQ=ARADII,I)**2
DEN2=IL.-_.eARAUIItlI+_SO)*IL.-2.tIXII,L)**2-Y(ItI)*eZ'ItRSQI
AS=¢.elY(Itl)**2)IOEN_
D=Z.*(I.-Z.*X(IoLI**Z_RSQ)/DEN2
ALPH&=O.O
SAL=SINIALPH&)
CAL=COS(ALPHA|
XX-I.-IX(IoLIe*Z-YIIoIIeI2II_SQ
yym 2.*XIIolIIYIIoLI/_SQ
UIIoLI--&UKIItlIIYIIoLIIIt4&OIItlII&R-OItXXIC&L'YYISIL
* -&UKIIolI/I2.*YIIolII
VIi,LI,IUKIIoLItXII,LI*&ReI&R&OIIolI-I.I-YY*GIL'XX*SIL
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101
301
C
lOS
lIO
C
22
le
C
C
C
C
C
NNM=NO-I
[FINNM) 101tlOStlOI
CONTINUE
OO 301N=ItNNM
MP= M+l
00 301 J=MP,MO
DX=IXIM,I)-XIJtlI)_2+IYIMtII-YIJI|)i_2
DYzl.-2._(X(J_II_X(M,|)+Y(JtI)_Y(Mel))+AR&D(Jt|I_ARAD(Mt|)
YYY=Y(J,|)_Y(He|)
OEN|=OXW{DX_*_YYY|
DEN2sDY_(OYt4._YYY)
As_._YYY/DEN|
AB=_°eYYYIDE_Z
C- 2._(DX+Z._YYY)IDE_|
O =2._|DY+2._YYY)IOE_2
E-A-AE
F=C-D
GzA-ARAD(JtI)tA6
H=A-ARAD(M,I)_A_
USUMN=Y(M,E)tG-Y(Jt|}_F
USUMJzY(Je|ItH-Y(M,|)tF
VSUMMmX(MtI)_G-X(J,|)tE
VSUMJ=X(J,|)tH-X(M,I)#F
U(qt|)=U(M,I)+&UK(JeI)tUSUMM
U(J,I)zU(JtII'AUK(M,I|_USUMJ
V(MeI)zV(M,I)-AUK(JeIItVSUMM
V(JtI)zV(J,I)-AUK(M,I|_VSUMJ
DO IIO l=lt_O
I'XSQIItII-YSQIItI)
P=A-BETA
C=_.*XII,I)eYII,I)
DE_I=P_Z+C_e_
Dz_.¢XSQIltII-YSQIItI)-BETA
E'XSQIIt|I-_.eYSQ([,|)-BETi
DE_Z=XSQ(IoL)_IE_2)+YSQIIt|)_(O_2)
F=AtP+Ce_2
G=C_BETA
U(It[).(UII,iIeV-VI[_I)eGI/DENI+IY|[,tIeflETAeAUK([_I)_DIIUEN2
00 22 i=I,WO
XlI_l)" XF(i,LI
YII_|)s YEII_|)
RETURN
END
SUBKOUTINE FEED
FEED POINI VELOCITY COMPUTATION
COMMON NO,B(6OOeTIt_OUtYOUtBETAtALFAS
COMMON ICPAOIXPf20,SOI,YP(20tSOItN@e XPC(2OtSOI_YPC(_OtSO|
,UCYL,VCYL,XFPtYFPtCCtDD,UP(ZOtSO)_VP(ZOeqOItNP_U
DIqENsION XI_OO_I)tY(4OO,II_U|_OO_I)_V(_OO_IIeAtlK|_OO_II_ARAD(_O0
,t)
DIMENSION XE(_O0 t?O)_ YEI_O0_201_
_XSQ(_00,I),YSQ(qO0_l)
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/*
C
C
22
X(I,I}• XEIltl)
Y(ltl|= YEIIol)
RETURN
END
SURROUTINE PROF
CALCULATE THE UPSTREAN VELOCITY PROFILES
lO
COMMON NOoBI4OOIT)oXOUoYOUoBETAtALFAS
COMMON /CPAO/XPI2OtSOloYPl2OoSO)tNPt XPCI2OoSOIoYPCIZOtSO|
* ,UCYLtVCYLtXFPtYFPICCoODoUPIZO*SO|tVPI2OtSO)tNPRO
DIMENSION
* ti)
DIMENSION XFI_OOt|ltYE(400o|lo
*XSQi_OOttloYSOi_OOtt)
XI4OOvL)vY(4OOoLItU(4OOtIIvVI;OOtLItAUKI;OOoL)oARAO(_O0
EQUIVALENCEIS(I,2I,XII,II),
* (Bl|,4l,U(l,t||,
* (BILtb),AUKII,t))_
Ifilt,]l,Y(],|)),
IBll,_liV(t,tll,
(BII,?I,AR&D(I,III
50
51
TRANSFORM&TION OF
DO [0 I•ttNn
XE([,I)• XI[,tl
VEil,l|• Y(I,I)
POINTS
00 300 I•ltNO
ARGL=2.*XEfI,L)*YEIItl)
ARG2 =IXE(Itl)**2) - IYE(ItL)**2)
RNT • {ARGL**2) + (ARG2**2I
RO=SQRT(ROT)
RO=SQRTIRO)
TH=ATAN2(ARGItARG2)
IF(/HI 50,5Lt5I
TH•2.'3.|_15926• TH
TH= rH/2.
A=RU*COS(TH)
C•RO*SIN(rH)
XI[tL)=IXEII,II•A)/2-
V(IoL)=IYE(loI)*C)/Z-
XSQIi,I) • Xll,l)**2
YSQII,|)'YIIt|) *'2
ARAD(I,[) = XSQ(I,II• YSQIIoL!
IF(ARAD(I,I)-.99qqg) [t,li,300
It XII,II=(XE(I,tI-AI/2-
Y(I,I)=(YE(I,I)-CII2-
ARAD(I,I) = XlI,ll**7 • Yllo|)**2
300 CONTINUE
COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY IN
TO CIRCULAR PLANE
-_.*BETA
CIRCULAR PLANE
DO SO0 JJ- |,NPR_
DO 500 J=L,NP
OENO - IXPCIJ,JJ)**2 • YPCIJ,JJIe*2IO*2
tJPRO • 1. - IXPClJtJJl**2 - YPCIJoJJIe*2IIOENO
VPRO • -2. * XPC(J,JJ) • YPC|J,JJ) IOENO
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C
C
C
EUUIVALENCE(Bfl,?)IX(Lt L) It
• ! B(ltA) tUI It !) It
• IB! ltb) |AUK( It 1) I,
IBlltJ)tYl[tlI),
iSiltS)tVll_|i)t
IBl|17)lARAOllt|il
TRANSFORMATInN OF POINTS TO CIRCULAR PLANE
DO 10 I=l,_O
XEiltl)= XlI,1)
lO YEIIt|)= Yiltl)
DO 300 I=ltNfl
ARGI=Z.eXEIItl)•YEIItLI
ARG? =IXEii,lie*2) - (YEilotl**2) -_.•BETA
ROT = IARGI•IZ) + (ARG2eeZI
RO=SQR[IRO[)
RO=SQRTIRO)
TH=ArA_?IARGI_ARGTi
iF(rH) _OtS|,b|
SO TH=2._3.14|_26+ TH
51TH= THI_.
A=RO_COSIIH)
C=_O_SiNITHi
X(ItI)=(XEII,t)+A)/2.
YII,I)=(YEII,1)+C)I2.
XSQ(I,l) = Xil,ll**2
YS_(I,II'Y(I,ll ee2
ARAD(Itl) = XSQ(itl)* YSQ(i,t)
IF(ARAO(I,||-og_999) ||p|tt300
[1 Xi[tll=(XE(leli-AI/?.
Ylitll=(YEl[t|)-C)12.
ARAO(i,I) = Xii,Ii**? * YlI,l)**2
300 CnNTINUE
COMPUTATION nF VELOCITY ON CYLINDER i_ CIRCULAR PLANE
FUR FFEDiNG POINT
UCFP = UCYL
VGFP = VCYL
DO 400 i = L,NO
Xl = Xl[,|I /ARAD(I,II
Yi = YII,II IARADIitII
OX = XFP - Xll,L)
DY = YFP - VlI,lI
DYL = YFP • Y(I,|I
OXI = XFP - XI
DYUi = YFP - Y|
DYLi = YFP • Yl
DSU = OXen? + DY_2
DSL = DX*t? * DYLt•_
DSUI = OXlt_2 • OYUlS_2
DSLi = DXl_e2 + DYLi•_2
UCFP = UCFP * AUKII,ll _ (OYII)SU -DYUIIDSUI -DYLIDSL _DYLIIDSLI)
VCFP = VCFP - AUKII,ll * IOXlDSU -OXI/DSUi -DXIDSL ÷ DXIIDSLll
400 CONTINUE
TRANSFORMATION OF VELOCITY FOR FEED POINT
UFP • CC • UCFP - DD s VCFP
VFP = CC • VCFP + DD # UCFP
ALFAS • IUFPee2 + VFPS*2i
DO 22 l=lwqO
B-I9
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
DO 600 ! = ltNO
Xl = X{l,l| /ARADII,I)
YI = YII,I) IARADII,I)
XLI • X[
YLI = -Y[
DX " XPCIJtJJ) - Xl[f|)
DY = YPCIJtJJ) - Y([tll
DYE = YPC(JtJJ) • Y([,I)
DX] = XPC(JtJJ) - X|
DYU[ = YPC(J,JJ) -Y!
OYLI = YPC IJt JJ ) + Yi
DSU = OX**2 • DY**2
DSL • OX**2 • DYL**2
OSUI • DX[**2 + DYUI**2
OSL[ = DX[**2 + DYLI**?
UPRU - UPRO • AUKII,L) * (DY/DSU -DYUI/DSU! -DYL/OSL *DYLI/DSLI)
VPRO = VPKO - AUK([,I) * (OXIOSU -OXIIDSUI -OXIOSL * DXIIOSLII
• 00 CONTINUE
TKANSFORMATION OF VELOC|_Y
AA = XPC(J,JJ)**2 - YPC(J,JJ)**2
85 = 2. * XPC(JtJJ) * YPC(JtJJ)
DENOM • (AA - BETA)**2 ÷ 88**2
CM • I. • BETA * {&A - BETA) IDENOM
OM = 88 * BErAIUENOM
UPIJtJJI=CM*UPRO- DM * VPRO
VP(J,JJ)•CM*VPRO+ OM * UPRO
500 CONTINUE
O0 22 I•ltNO
X(l,l)= XE(I,I)
22 Y(I,II• YEIltll
RETURN
EN_
SUBROUTINE PAPP
PRINT AND PLOT FOR LAUNCH PAD INTERFERENCE PROGRAM
INTEGER DNC,HR,SEC
COMMON NO,B(_OUt7ItXOUtYOUtSE[AtALFAS
CnMMON ICIIMES/TIMEtDELT,DELTCtDELTPIACCOT,ACCPTtTFIN,DNCtCONKC
* ,/PO, TCO
COMMON ICGRAFIXXL,XR,YstYrtDXGRAtDYGRAtNGRAtMGRApLASXtLABY
* ICX(65)tCYUi45)tCYLi45)tCXN(_5)tCASENO
COMMON /CPADIXP|?OtSOIIYP(ZOt50)tNPt XPCI2OtSO}tYPC|20*50)
* tUCYLtVCYLIXFPIYFPtCCtDOIUP(2OtSO}tVP(2OtSO)tNPRO
OIMENS|ON X|_OO, I|,Y(_OO, IIIYL(_O01
* , YGRA(600), UGRAI600), VGRA{_OO)
EQUIVALENCE(8(It?I,X(I,||), (BIIt3I,YIIt||I
ACCPT "rPO
O0 S l" 1,_00
YGRAII) " O.0
UGRAII) " 0.0
VGRA(]I " 0.0
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S CONTINUE
MRITE (6t10)
10 FORMAT (IHE, 40Xl •VORTEX DATA•l)
CALL HOUR
WRITE (6t20)
ZO FORMAT (|H-tBHCELL NO. t3Xt 9Xt3HX/A,|SXI3HYIAtISXt
* ?HU/U [AFt|IX• THV/U |NFtIIXt8HK / U*A ,11)
WRITEI6,25I 1(8l[,Jl,J'l,6l,l'l,qO)
25 FORMAT IIH • IA•TXt lXtIPSE18.T)
CALL PLOTPR
CALL GRIOIV( -3, XXL, XR, YB, YT, DXGRA,DYGRAe
* LABXeLABYt $,3)
CALL PRINTV(II• eX/A - AXIS et _72t41
CALL APLOTV( NO• X tYt [I[:[t3B, IE_R)
CALL APLOTV( 4S, CX, CYUt 1tit1• 42tIEAR)
CALL APLOrV( 45• CXNtCYU, |,lit, 42_[E_R)
WRITEI|b,bO) NOtTIME•CASENO,DELT:
bO FORMAT (|H+ 6X, •LOCATIONS OF e |6 e CELLS
NGRAtNGRAI
TIME = tF8._e2Xw3HA/U
t2OX, eSYM. CASE NO. t F8.2 tSXt tDELTC " ewFS.3l
C
C
DO 6000 [=|•_0
IF (X([,[I .GT. XR) GO TO 600b
b000 CONTINUE
GO TO 7000
C
bOOS XRR = XR-XXLtXR
CALL GRID[V( -3, XR, XRA,Y6, YT, OXGRAtDYGRAt
• LAHX,LASY, 3,_)
CALL PRINTV(11, 'XlA - AXIS o, 472•6)
CALL APLOTV( NO, XtYt I,|,I,38tIERK)
MR[TE(lbt60) NOtTIMEt_ASEMUtDELTC
00 6010 I=l,_O
[F IX(C,1) ._[. XRR) GO rO b01_
6010 CONTINUE
GO TO 1000
C
60|5 XRRR = XRR +XR-XXL
CALL GRIO[V( -3t XRRt X_KR,YH,YT• DXGRAtOYGRA•
• LABXtLAflYt 3t3)
CALL PRIN|¥(|[• *X/A - AXIS e, _72t6)
CALL APLU[V( NOt XtYt |•|,|•3BeIERR)
WRITER|bib0) NOtTIMEtCASEMOtOELTC
TOO0 CONTINUE
C
/*
C
_GRAtMGRA•
_GRAtqGRA•
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KIKP
KICK ROUr|NE FOR PAD [NTERFERFNCE PRUBLEM
COMMON NUtBI600tT)tXOU•YOU•BETAtALFAS
COMMON ICTIMESITIHEtDELTtOELTCtDELTP,ACCDTtACCPTtTFINtDNCoCDNK:
COMMON /CGRAF/XXLtXRIYBtYTtDXGRAtDYGRA•NGRAtNGRAtL&BXIL&RY
• tCX{AS),CYU|65I,_YL(6SIeCXN(AS)wCASENO
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TIME • TIME - DELT
CALL PROF
CALL PAPP
WRIrEIIO] NOI((BIItJI, l=ItNnl, Ja|,TI,CASENOtTIME
HRITE 16tlO| CASENO
|0 FORMAT(IH|ISXt e DATA FOR CASE NO. t FlO°6t I ON LOGICAL TAPE |OI/I
* bXt IRESERVE TAPE NO.( ) i t//)
REHIND ]O
WRITE (6t20)
ZO FORMAT (IHII
RETURN
.- END
/*
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APPENDIX C. LEAST SQUARE CURVE FIT (CONLSQ)
In this section is presented the theory leading to a least squares
polynomial intended to fit periodic data. It is assumed that one has in hand
a random process whose mean or expected values depend on a parameter x
which takes on values around the circle, i.e. , 0-360 degrees. It is further
assumed that a polar plot of the (unknown) locus of means is a smooth curve,
i. e. , has no jumps or kinks, in fact, that the locus of mean values is a
polynomial of degree n in x that is constrained to have the same value, slope,
and curvature at zero and 360 degrees. If the unknown polynomial is
denoted by Pn(x), and if m observations are taken at x = x 1, x Z ..... Xrn,
then the observations Yi, i = 1, Z ..... m, are given by Yi = Pn(xi) + e i,
where the deviations e i are independent with zero mean and common
standard deviation _.
If the deviations ei are normally distributed,
Yi is Pn(xi) and the joint probability density of Yl'
f(Yl ..... Ym; Xl .... Xm) -
then the expectation of
;;;' Ym is
- Pn (xi
1 -1/Z Yi
o
e
(_)m i=l
i - Pn (xi
This density is maximized whe_ the quantity "_ " is mini-
mized. Hence the polynomial P (x) that minimizes the sum of squared
n
deviations of Yl ..... Ym therefrom is the maximum likelihood estimate of
the unknown locus of means Pn(x).
A
The polynomial Pn(x) that minimizes the sum of squared deviations
and is constrained to repeat value, slope and curvature is found with the aid
of Lagrange multipliers.
For an arbitrary polynomial Pn(X), the deviation of Yi therefrom is
given by
e. = Pn(Xi) - Yi1
and the sum of squared deviations is
a_x - y .
= Pn, xi, - =
i=l i= 1 = 0
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The constraints
y(o) - y (360)
y'(O) = y'(360)
y"(O) = y"(360)
reduce to
a I + az(360) + ... + an(360)n'I = 0
2a Z + 3a3(360) + ... + na (360) n-Z = 0
n
Z. 3a 3 + 3.4a4(360) + ... + n(n-l)an(360)n'3 =0
respectively. Denote these linear combinations of a I ..... an by
Ll(a I..... a )
n
L2(a 2 ..... a )n
L3(a 3 ..... a )
n
respectively.
To find the desired polynomial, we form the function
F(a 0 ..... a ) = . ajxiJ - y + k I L I (a I,
n i=1 =O
a)
n
+ k2 L 2 (a2..... a ) + k3 L 3 (a3..... a ),
n n
set each of its partial derivatives equal to zero, append the constraints
LI=O
L2=0
L3=O
and solve this system of equations for a0'
solved are then
a ,
n
The equations to be
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aa 0 2 aj x: - y = 0
i-I j=0
0al i=l j=0
aF = 2 a.
aa---_ x2 - Yii= 1 =0
OF
_a 3
aF
_a k
+ k (360) k-2 k
x.+kl=O1
2
x. + 360 k I + 2k 2 = 01
_ (_ a xJ o y _xi3+(360}Zkl + 3(360) k Z
J
13
2 + k(k-1) (360)k-3k3 = 0
+ 2. 3k 3 = 0
k=4 ..... n
L 1 (a 1 ..... an ) = 0
L 2 (a 2 ..... a ) = 0n
L 3 (a 3 ..... an ) = 0
Expanding sums, dividing the first n+l equations by 2, and redefining kl.
k Z and k 3, the system of equations becomes, in matrix form, as shown in
Figure C- 1.
In practice, one usually does not know a priori what degree polynomial
to use. However, the sum of squared deviations for various degrees may
furnish a clue. Suppose the degree of the unknown polynomial is n. Then
whether or not the deviations are normally distributed, the sum of squared
deviations about the fitted curve divided by m - n - I is an unbiased e|timate
of the unknown variance v2 In fact, unbiasedness obtains whenever the
degree of the fitted polynomial is at least the degree of the unknown locus
of means. Then as one proceeds upward from degrees too low, the estimate
of VZcan be expected to steadily drop until the correct degree is reached
and then level off and fluctuate irregularly around the value ¢Z as the degree
o_ the fitted curve exceeds by more and more the degree of the unknown
curve of expected values.
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Q
The degree of the fitted curve must be at least four or the curve will
degenerate into a horizontal line through the means of all points. For, if
the selected degree is .three, then the second derivative is linear, hence
constant in order to match at zero and 360. Hence, the curve will be a
quadratic and the slope will be linear. Then the slope must be a constant
in order to match. But then the curve is a straight line and must be con-
stant for the values to match.
DESCRIPTION AND USE
The main program, CONLSQ, reads the wind azimuth and speed
information for the various anemometer locations, the degree, or degrees,
of the desired polynomials, and the number of evenly spaced points at which
the fitted curve is to be computed, and prepares the data for subroutine
SUB/IPOW. Each time SUMPOW is called, it solves the system of equations
previously given for a o .... , a n, computes the fitted curve at the number of
points requested, and plots the input data and fitted curve as an azimuth
shift or a velocity ratio, depending on the value of a logical variable set in
CONLSQ.
The inputs to CONLSQ are read in the NAMELIST format and include
NTOP (the number of data points for the top anemometer), AZMTH (500,4)
{azimuths for the various anemometers), VELOC (500,4) {speeds), DEGLOW
{the lowest degree polynomial desired), DEGHI (the highest degree poly-
nomial desired), DEGINC {the step size desired going from DEGLOW to
DEGHI), and NGRAPH {the number of points desired on the fitted curve).
The first column in each of AZMTH and VELOC is for the top anemom-
eter data, the second for the east anemometer, the third for the west ane-
morneter, and the fourth for the deck level. The last was not used because
of the paucity of data from the deck-level anemometer. If an azimuth for
any of columns 2 through 4 is unavailable, a value greater than 370 should
be entered and ignored; if a velocity is unavailable, a value of 500 should be
entered and ignored.
The order of computation, first for the east anemometer and then the
west:
. Compute azimuth shift for the azimuths available (at the east or
west anemometer), counting the number of "good" points NOGI _
and calling SUMPOW once for each degree polynomial from
DEGLOW to DEGHI in steps of size DEGINC|
e Compute speed ratio for the number of speeds available (at the
east or west anemometer) and proceed as in Step I.
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After these computations_ the data for the east and west anemometers
are pooled (referred to the east anemometer) and SUMPOW is called twice,
once for azimuth shifts and once for velocity ratios.
The only output is in the form of CRT plots prepared in the subroutine
SUMPOW. Typical graphs are Figures C-Z and C-3. There are no options
concerning the scales, labeling, etc. , of the CRT output.
The solution of the simultaneous equations is obtained by calling the
double precision subroutine DMSEQ in SUI_POW.
Listings for the main program CONLSQ and subroutine SUIVIPOW are
given at th_._end of this section.
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Listing of CONLSQ Program
C
CONLSQ PROGRAM J.EoDAVIS 190-220
CONSTRAINED LEAST FIT OF PERIODIC NIND DATA
REAL_8 XlY,PDXCtPOXG
INTEGER OEGLOWt OEGHIt DEGINC
LOGICAL AZTST
COMMON /SUB/ X(IOOO)tY(IOOOltNDEGtNOGP_MSeNGP
tXGRAPH(500)eYGRAPH(5OO)tNGRAPHeIBLKtJRLK
CnNMON ICIPI DEGLN_tDEGHItDEGINCtAZMTHtVELOCtNTOP_CASENO
COMMON / lEST / AZTST
DIMENSInN IAZ(6), AZS(SOI),_I,XAZ(500,6), AZF(500I,
VELRISOO,4), XVEL(SOO,4), IVELI[OIeAZMTH(5OOt4I,VELOCISOOt4)
E_UIVALENCE (AZMTHIL,LI,AZTII|I
CALL SCOUIV
CALL CAMRAV( 9 )
S _EAD (StDATAI
NGP • NGRAPH ÷ |
OO 8 ! = I, NGP
B XGRAPH(I) • 11-1l * 360. IINGRAPH|
On )0 J•2,3
IAZIJ) = O
DO LU I•I,NTOP
IFIAZMTHIItJI .GT. ]TO.| _n TO tO
IF(AZMTH(I,J) .GT* 360..A;Ib. ALMTH(ItJ) .LE. 370.)
* AZMTHI[,J) = AZMTHIItJ| - 360.
IAL(JI • IAZ(JI +I
AZS(IAZIJItJ| = AZMTHIItJ) - AZT(II
YIIAZIJI) = AZSllAZlJltJ)
X&ZIIAZ(JI,J| • AZT([)
X(IAZ(J))- XAZ(I&Z(JI,J)
AYIAZJ •DABS(Y( IAZ(J) ))
IF ( AYIAZJ .GT. 90.) [AZ(J) = IAZ(J) -L
IO CONTINUE
NOGP = IAZ(J|
DO I_ JJ • DEGLUW,DEGHI.DEGINC
NOEG = JJ
AZTST = .TRUF.
CALL SUMPDw
IS CONTINUE
IVELIJI = 0
Dq 20 N•L,NT_P
IF(VELOC(N,J) .EQ* _00.1Gn TU 20
[VEL(J) • [VELIJ) ÷1
X(IVEL(JI) = &ZT(N)
YIIVELIJI) = VELOCIN,JIIVELOC(Nt|)
XVEL ( IVEL (Jlt JI - X ( |YEL (J))
VELR (IVEL (J)_ J) • Y (IVEL (J)l
20 CONTINUE
X IS XVELt Y IS VELR
NOGP • IVELiJ)
00 25 JJ- DE_LOW,DEGHI,OEGINC
==O!
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C
c
c
c
I*
I*
NOEG = JJ
AZTS[ = .FALSE.
CALL SUMPOfl
25 CONTINUE
3O CONTINUE
POOL DATA FROM EAST AND WEST
NN = IVEL(2)
DO 40 IzltNN
Y(1) = VELRII,2)
XllI = XVELIIt2)
_0 CONTINUE
NN - [VEL(])
00 50 I= L,NN
YI[+IVEL(2)I = VELR(I,])
XII+IVEL(2II = 360. - XVELIItl)
50 CONTINUE
DO 55 JJ= DEGLOWtDEGHI,DEG[NC
NOE3 = JJ
NOGP = IVEt. (2) ÷ IVEL (3)
AZTST = .FALSE.
CALL SUMPOW
55 CONTINUE
NN = IA/(2I
00 60 [=ItNN
Y(I) = Al5(l,2l
X([) = XAZ(It2)
60 CONTINUE
NN = IAZ(3)
DO 10 I= itNN
YII÷IAZI?)) " -AZSIIt_)
XII+IAZI2II = 360. - XAIIl,_)
10 CONTINUE
00 15 JJ= DEGLOW,DEGHItDEGI_C
NOEG = JJ
NOGP = IAZ (2) + IAZ I_)
AZTST = .TRUE.
CALL SUMPOW
75 C(INTINUE
GO TO 5
END
-=02
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I
Listing of Subroutine SUMInOW
C
C
C
C
C
SUBRUUTINE SUNPOM
INIEGER_4 E(_O)
REAL_8 XtYIPOXCtPOXGtPOXtPflXY,XGRAtYGRAtYCURVEtRESDtDERHS
REAL_8 All8tiS)t SXISO), XP|$O), SXYISO)tB(IS),DbT,SC&LE(50)
DIMENS|ON XS|IOOO),YSI|O00|
CUMMON /SUB/ X(|OOO|tY(|OOO)tNOEG,NOGP,RMS,qGP
,XGRAPH(SOO),YG_&Pfl(5OO)tNG_APHtIBLK,JBLK
COMNON I TEST / AZTSI
LOGICAL SI_G t AZTST
CUNPUTE SUMS OF POMERS OF X AqD YTINES P3NERS OF X
nET - |.ODO
SCALE([) - t.O DO
_PX • 2*NDEG • |
NVR • qDEG t !
NEU • MVR÷3
DO tO0 J " I , 50
SX| J r| I OeO O0
100 SXYI J ) " 0.000
00 100 l • I , _OGP
POX - 1.0 00
On 200 J • I t NPX
SX¢ J ) - SX(J) • PflX
200 POX = POXeX! ! )
300 CONTINUE
00 500 I - I , NOSP
POXY • Y( | )
nO 600 J • I , _¥R
SXY(J) - SXYIJ) • P_XY
400 POXY • POXY_Xl | )
SO0 CON[|NUE
INIIIALIZE MATRICES
DO 5EO l•l,18
811) " 0.0 DO
00 SIO J • I ,18
510 All,J) • 0.0 DO
520 CONTINUE
COMPUTE MATRIX OF COEFFICIEqTS
00 100 ! • 1 , MVR
B( [ ) • SXYI I I
DO 600 J = t t _IVR
600 &l l , J ) • SXl I • J - I )
• 700 CnNTINUE
XPI I I " 1.0 00
OU 800 ! • 2 • NVR
800 XPI l ) = XPI i - I ) * 160.
00 900 J • Z • MVR
900 A( NEO - 2 , J I • XP( J - I )
0(I 1000 J - 3 • MVR
tO0() &l NEQ- | • J I - I J - I I_XPI J - 2 I
00 1|00 J • 4 t NVR
==01
SUNP|OOO
00000040
SUMPlIIO
00000030
00000040
00000050
00000060
00000070
00000080
00000090
000000|0
00000020
SUNP|230
00000040
00000010
00000080
00000010
00000040
00000080
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lI0O A( NEU , J ) • ( J - 1 )*( J - 2 I*XPI J - 3 )
C
NVRP= NVR _1
DO IZOO I = NVRP,NEQ
DO 1300 J = 1 t NVR
I30O A(J,I) = A(ItJ)
1200 CnNTINUE
C
RET = DMSEQ(L8,NEQtloAoBtEoOETtSCALEI
IF(RET.EQ.O.O) _RITE(611350)
13SO FORMAT (IH- , °A MATRIX IS SINGULAR ° t/ll
CONPUrE F[rTEO CURVE
DU tSO0 I=L,NGP
YGRA • O.ODO
XGRA = XGRAPHII)
POXG = t.O DO
DO 1600 J= I,NVR
YGRA = YGRA
1600 POXG = XGRA
YGRAPH(I) = YGRA
1500 CONTINUE
C
C
A(J,l) * POXG
• POXG
CO_PUTF RESIDUAL S[ANDARD DEVIATIO_
RESD = 0.0 DO
DO [700 l= ItNOGP
YCURVE • 0.0 DO
POXC • 1.0 DO
DO 16OO J • loNVR
YCURVE • YCURVE + PDXC * AIJel)
t600 POXC • POXC * X(I)
RESD • RESD + (YII) - YCIIRVEI **2
|700 CONT[NUE
DERNS = NOGP - NVR
ARG = RESD/DERMS
R_S = SQRT( AKG )
NNGR • NOGP
DO 1750 I • I,_IDGP
XS{I) • XII)
1150 YSII) = YIi)
IF( AZTST ) GO TO 1800
XL = O.O
XR • 360.0
YB • 0.0
Yr = 2.0
DXGKA • lO.O
DYGRA • O.t
NGRA • 3
IqGRA • 5
LABX • -3
LABY • -S
CALL GRIOIV( -] t XL t XR t YB o Vt t D_GR& • DYGRA •. NGRA t
* MG_& , LABX o L&BY o 6 • $ )
CALL PRINTV( 3L , * ALIMUTH AT TOP ANENOMETER o t •00 t • )
CALL APRNTV( 0 o -iT o [? t o VELOCITY RAT19 o • • • bOO I
CALL APLOrV( N_R t XSt VSt t • I t t •, 18 • IERR I
_RIrE( 16 t 1900 ) _DE_ R_S
1900 FORMATIIH_ , o DEGREE O; POLYNOMIAL • e
eL STANDARD DEVIATION • o t F[0,3 I
GO TO 2010
==02
00000030
• IZ , +IOX t * RESIDUA
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1800 XL ffi 0.0
XR - 3bO.O
YB u -|00.0
YT = 100°0
DXGRA = |0°0
DYGRA = |0.0
NGR& = 3
MGRA • 3
L&BX • -J
LABY ffi -3
CALL GRID|V( -3 , XL • XR • YB • YT t DXGRA • OYGRA , NGRA •
* NGKA • LABX • LASY • 4 • 3 )
CALL PR|NrV( 3| • o AZIMUTH AT TOP ANEMOMETER o • 400 • 6)
CALL APRNTV( 0 • -|b • 16 , J AZIMUTH SHIFT • , 6 • 500 )
CALL APLOTV( NMGR • X$, Y$, | • | • | • 38 , IERR )
HRITE! Lb , 200U) NOEG , RMS
?O00 FORMAT(IH÷ o • DEGREE
*L $TANDARO DEVIAT|O_
2010 COntiNUE
On 3000 I=2tMGRAPH
IX| = MXV(XG_APH([-|))
|Y| = MYV(YGRAPH(I-|))
IX2 s MXV{XGRAPH(|))
IY2 ffi _YV(YG_APHI.I))
CALL LINEVIIX|•IY|•|X2•IY2)
3000 CONTINUF
141
/*
/*
IX3 • qXVlSbO. I
IY] - NYVIYGRAPH(I))
CALL LINEV IIX2•IY2,1XI,IY31
RETURN
E_D
NF POLYMnM|AL ffi o • 12 •
ffi ' , F|O.3 )
IOX . o RESIDUA
==03
00000050
O00000bO
41
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